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ABSTRACT

Preliminary studies of the growth and development 

of Phaseolus vulgaris (cv. The Prince) pods and seeds 

were carried out to determine the sequence of change in 

dry matter and water, in seed germinability and desiccation 

tolerance, and to establish the pattern of ultrastructural 

development in the cells of the embryonic primary leaf 

during seed growth and ripening. Subsequent work involved 

the artificial induction of ripening in immature seeds 

to further investigate the ripening process.

Developing P.vulgaris seeds became capable of 

germination at approximately 27 days after anthesis 

and tolerant of rapid desiccation (D.T.) at approximately 

40 days. Detached immature seeds developed D.T. pro

gressively during 3-5 days incubation at high relative 

humidity (R.H.). Five days incubation enabled seeds as 

small as O.lg desiccated weight (approximately 16% of 

full size) to be successfully dried and germinated. 

Incubation at lower humidities enabled only older seed 

to develop D.T. such that 50% survived by 28.5 day old 

seed at 75% R.H., by 33.5 day old seed at 32% R.H. and 

3 6 day old seed at 0% R.H.

Both natural and induced ripening, in addition to 

increasing D.T., involved a loss of seed chlorophyll.
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and reduced pQst-desiccation leakage of total electrolytes, 

K^, sugars and amino acids during imbibition. Acquisition 

of the ability to retain solutes after desiccation was 

temperature-sensitive, being inhibited at lO^C and delayed 

at 15°C (QlO from 15 to 25°C being approximately 2.5) . 

Incubation under humidified N 2 inhibited acquisition of 

solute retention after desiccation but the effect was 

reversible, even after seven days.

An ultrastructural study of the primary leaf tissues 

of immature seeds during induced acquisition of D.T. 

showed that a period of enhanced cellular activity, followed 

by organelle regression resembling normal maturation, 

took place although seed water content remained high.

It is proposed that development of D.T. may require 

active processes to initiate the orderly modification 

of membranes and organelles and the decline in cellular 

activity chara^existic of ripening.
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Desiccation tolerance is a term which requires some 

measure of interpretation and explanation as it has been 

used to describe essentially different characteristics in 

the past. Drought resistance in plants may be subdivided 

into three groups (Bewley,1979) . Some plants such as the 

short lived annual angiosperme, evade conditions of drought 

by using periods of water availability for vegetative growth 

and seed production, and survive low water availability in 

seed form. A second group avoid drought by adaptations 

which ensure water absorptions and retention in low water 

environments (e.g.cacti), while the third, or truly 

tolerant group, can survive a reduction in their total 

water content. The severity of drying may also vary. Some 

plants which can survive mild water stress and recover, 

are drought tolerant, but the term desiccation tolerant 

will only be used in this study to describe tissues which 

"can survive desiccation by reviving from an air-dry state, 

(the air being of low relative humidity) " (Bewley, 1979) .

Complete desiccation tolerance is rare in the plant 

kingdom with most examples occurring in the algae,bryophytes 

and pteridophytes. There are also species of spermatophyte 

which are tolerant e.g. Borya nitida, (Gaff and Churchill, 

1976) , but all plant groups share a common means of 

desiccation evasion by having specific organs or tissues 

which are desiccation tolerant, which can survive even 

when conditions have proved fatal to their parent tissues.
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Lower plants achieve this by means of zygotes and spores, 
whilehigker plants produce seeds. Although this method

of surviving low water availability is one of desiccation 

evasion on the part of the parent plant, many of the 

zygotes,spores and seeds produced are truly desiccation 

tolerant. The seeds of Phaseolus vulgaris belong to this 

group and are desiccation tolerant when mature,although 

some development time is required before this character

istic is achieved. Little is known of the nature of 

desiccation tolerance and the use of seeds as a basis for 

study is recommended by the ease with which some seeds, 

particularly those of the large seeded legumes, can be 

handled, and the economic importance of desiccation 

tolerance in seeds.

Phaseolus vulgaris originates from Central America, 

(Jones,1967) . Its increasing importance as a crop plant 

makes research into its propagation useful. The form in 

which it occurs as a modern crop is a determinate five- 

noded dwarf type which is thought to have evolved from 

an indeterminate climbing variety (Jones, 1967) . Its 

production in the United Kingdom is increasing, and 

although imported as early as the 16th century A.D.,it 

was not until the development of the mechanical green 

bean harvester after the Second World War that it came 

to be grown in any appreciable quantity in this country 

(Innes and Hardwick,1974) . It is grown principally for
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its pods which are usually quick-frozen while succulent, 

before the seeds have yet developed beyond a very immature 

stage. It is not yet grown as a commercial seed crop in 

this country,either as a food source,or to provide stock 

seed for future crops, as it has several characteristics 

which make this difficult to achieve. The growing season 

in Britain is in many respects unsuitable for adequate 

germination and growth of the crop to seed maturity since 

it fares badly at temperaturesbelow 10°C and does not 

achieve full potential unless grown above 15°C,which 

necessitates late planting (Jones, 1967) .It is also 

susceptible to the highly contagious pathogen Pseudomonas 

phaseolicola which flourishes in a humid climate, and 

being a seed-borne pathogen,this can spoil large quantities 

of the following year's crop by causing unsightly and un

desirable "halo blight" marks on the pods. Since crops 

where pod damage exceeds 5% are down-graded, the possible 

consequence of producing infected seed lots by growing 

seed in Britain's humid climate have resulted in the 

importation of almost all seed stock from abroad,where 

it is produced in more arid conditions (Innes and Hardwick, 

1974) . This practice can itself lead to problems as the 

seed is very susceptible to mechanical handling damage 

(Associated Seed Growers Inc., 1949), particularly when 

dry (Barriga, 1961) .

The purpose of the present study was to investigate 

the development of Phaseolus vulgaris seed in two ways.
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physiologically and ultrastructurally. The natural develop

mental pathway was first examined, and knowledge of it was 

then used, together with an artificial ripening technique, 

to investigate, and where possible manipulate, the 

changes occurring in the seeds as ripening and desiccation 

tolerance were achieved, with the aim of gaining insight 

into the mechanisms of desiccation tolerance and how 

they may be regulated in the ripening seed.



S E C T I O N  I

THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF PHASEOLUS VULGARIS
SEEDS AND PODS
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INTRODUCTION

It was the intention of early studies which make 

up this first section, to become acquainted with the 

general growth patterns of the chosen material. It was 

necessary to discover the flowering and fruiting regime 

of Phaseolus vulgaris under the conditions available for 

their production in the glasshouse before proceeding to 

manipulate seed growth and development in later work. It 

was also necessary to establish the validity of using 

seeds from a variety of flowering nodes rather than a 

single, defined node only, in order to produce large 

numbers of seeds for later investigations.

The pattern of seed development in P.vulgaris, (dwarf 

French bean) , has been reported previously (Loewenberg, 1955) 

Loewenberg found that seed fresh weight increased at 

first very slowly,then rapidly,and finally decreased 

in the late stages of development ? dry weight increased 

throughout with a rapid phase between three and five 

weeks after anthesis. The nitrogen and phosphorus curves 

closely resembled the dry weight curve. Respiration rate 

followed a similar course to fresh weight but the maximum 

rate occurred approximately one week earlier than the 

fresh weight peak. A similar pattern of changes has also 

been found in peas (Bisson and Jones,1932?McKee et al,

1955) . Carr and Skene (1961) ,reported a diauxic growth 

curve in P.vulgaris with a lag phase during growth which
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coincided with the filling of the seed coat by the growing 

embryo and the consequent disappearance of the liquid 

endosperm approximately three weeks after anthesis. No 

reference could be found to fruit devdopment beyond the 

early stages of fruit set.

The acquisition of desiccation tolerance has been 

associated principally with two other factors occurring 

at approximately the same time, or slightly preceding 

tolerance. The total water content of many seeds studied 

has been found to reach a peak and decline shortly 

before resistance to desiccation is achieved e.g.soy

beans (Howell ^t 1959) , Lima bean (Klein and Pollock, 

1968) and peas (Matthews,1973). A similar situation 

is true of the peaks in soluble sugar content (Bisson 

and Jones,193 2?Bain and Mercer, 1966a) , and respiration 

rate (Matthews, 1973?Rogerson and Matthews, 1977) in peas. 

Soluble sugar contents and respiration rates were not 

measured during the present work on P.vulgaris, but 

percentage moisture content and total water contents 

were recorded.

The flowering regime of P.vulgaris has been reported 

in detail in two papers (Ojehomon, 1966; Ojehomon and 

Morgan, 1969) . These researchers reported that the 

first flowering primordium was formed in the axil of 

the uppermost mainstem leaf.The next flower to open 

was one from the lowest triad on the terminal inflore

scence, and flowering thereafter became general with
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many nodes flowering simultaneously. Jones (1967) 
found that branching, and therefore profuse 
flowering, was suppressed by close spacing of plants. 
Flowering could be compressed into a short time 
span when close spacing was used, thus reducing the 
spread of seed maturity within the crop. It was 
on this basis that a closely spaced planting was 
used in the present study as it was desirable to 
produce as many seeds as possible of the same age 
available for harvest at any one time.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

1.1 Preliminary observations on development
i) Seed production
All parent plant material was grown from a stock 

of Phaseolus vulgaris "The Prince" purchased from 

Sutton Seeds (Market Growers)Ltd,Charvil,Reading in 

the early part of 1977.The percentage of healthy seedlings 

gradually decreased with aging of the seed stock over 

the 24 month period of investigations, (85%-70%) , but 

the growth pattern of the surviving plants did not alter 

significantly.Initiation of flowering and subsequent 

seed development remained constant from crop to crop.

Stock seeds were planted in Levington Universal 

compost (Fisons Ltd.) in 12.7cm diameter pots which were 

well spaced on a sand and gravel capillary bed in the 

glasshouse.They were thinned to two seedlings per pot 

after 14 days and subsequent disturbance of the pots 

was avoided to allow rooting of the plants to extend 

into the capillary bed.

Glasshouse temperature ranged from 20-25°C 1 1°C, 

and regardless of season, the parent plant population 

was given a supplementary light supply from a bank of 

400 watt mercury vapour lamps set on a 16hr/8hr day/night 

cycle.

Plants were watered throughout their life cycle with 

nutrient feed solution "Vitafeed 103" at a concentration
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of 1:2000 w/w. (70ppm N, 220ppm K2 O + trace elements).

At anthesis beginning five to six weeks after planting, 

flowers were tagged by colour code at full bloom when the 

petals were fully open, and still pure white. By one day 

after full bloom, petals had changed to a creamy white 

colour and were therefore distinguishable from flowers in 

full bloom. Fertilization is believed to occur 36-48 hrs 

before full bloom (Opik, 1968) .

Pods were subsequently harvested from the crop 

according to colour code, samples of each age being taken 

at random from the plant population. For this and other 

random selections, Fisher and Yates tables of random 

numbers were used (Fisher and Yates, 1963).

ii) Weight measurements

Fresh weights, dry weights, percentage moisture

contents and total water contents were measured on seed

and pod samples. Sample numbers ranged from 10-20, but 
\ f \  seeA a kouA cl>e«A^ Tigris O uzLgieJi

the predominant number was 1 0 Fresh weights were measured 

as soon after harvest as possible. Material was dried 

at 105°C for 24hrs, and cooled in a desiccator before 

dry weights were established. Percentage, and total 

water content were calculated from the results of the 

fresh and dry weight measurements. When material was 

scarce, desiccated seed material (10-11% moisture 

content ), was used in place of dry material?
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with an appropriate adjustment being made for the 

water still contained in the desiccated seeds.

iii) Rapid desiccation of seeds

Seeds were desiccated rapidly to constant weight in 

desiccators over calcium chloride granules under vacuum. 

Seed moisture content dropped below 15% in the first 24hrs 

but desiccation was continued until constant moisture 

content was achieved, which was found to be 10-11%.

The desiccation method was later modified as 

described in Section III.

iv) Germination and seedling growth tests

Germination of seed material was examined under

constant conditions in a "Saxcil" controlled environment 

cabinet with a 12hr day/12hr night cycle at temperatures 

of 25°C (day) and 20°C (night) ^ 0.5^0. Light intensity 

during the day was 170 microeinsteins m” ^ sec Seeds

were planted in washed Bedfordshire sand either in 

22 X 16cm seed trays containing 10 seeds per tray, or 

individually in 7.5cm diameter pots, for examination of 

the growth potential of individual seedlings (Section 1.3) 

Trays and pots were labelled and randomly distributed in 

the cabinet, and watered daily with tap water. Germination 

was defined as the penetration of the radicle through the
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testa and was estimated after 14 days in the cabinet.
Those seeds which had not emerged during this time were 
separated from the sand and examined for signs of germin
ation.

v) Scanning electron microscopy
Specimens were soaked in dry acetone for 1-3 hrs, 

changed into fresh dry acetone for a further 30 mins and 
placed in a Polaron E 3000 critical point dryer with 
acetone in the specimen container. Liquid CO2 was bled 
into the sealed apparatus and flushed through the system 
to remove the acetone. The apparatus was left for Ihr to 
allow diffusion of acetone from the tissue, and once more 
flushed with fresh liquid CO2 for 5 mins. The temperature 
was then raised above 31^C, using a water jacket, to bring 
about vapourisation for the liquid CO2 without a surface 
tension phase. The temperature was maintained above 31^0 
while pressure was slowly released over a period of 5 mins. 
Dry specimens were removed from the apparatus, mounted on 
stubs coated with "Dag" conductivity paint, and finally 
gold coated in a Polaron Argon sputter coater.

1.2 Effect of fruit position and competition on seed 
. development.

Parent plants were produced as in Section 1.1. Each 
group of plants producing their first fully open flower 
on any one day were allocated numbers on their colour tags.
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and were selected randomly to provide three treatment groups, 
and a control group to examine the effects on seed develop
ment, of the position of the fruit on the parent plant, 
and the presence of other fruits.

The treatment groups were as follows;-
A. All flowers were removed from the plant except the 
first flower to open,
B. All flowers were removed except the first flower 
to open and a single flower coming into full bloom 
five days after the first.
C. All flowers were removed except a single flower 
blooming on the fifth day after the first flower to 
appear on that plant.

A control group of plants was left to flower and 
fruit naturally, the first open flower, and those blooming 
five days later being tagged as control fruits for comparison 
with the above three treatments. Samples were taken at 
intervals for growth measurements.

1.3 Germination and seedling development of seeds 
harvested at different times after anthesis.

i) Harvesting
Seeds were produced as in Section 1.1 and harvested 

on five occasions, 18, 24, 30, 43, and 49 days after anthesis, 
Each age sample was divided into two equal sub-samples of 
150 seeds and fresh weights were determined. One subsample 
was planted out in individual pots and set in the growth
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cabinet to test germination and growth. The second sub
sample was desiccated rapidly and tested for germination 
and growth at a later date.

ii) Germination and seedling growth tests
Twenty seeds and seedlings were taken from each age 

group subsample at two day intervals for 14 days after 
being planted. They were carefully removed from their 
pots and the sand was gently washed from their root 
systems which were then blotted dry. The number of 
germinated seeds was counted and notes were made on 
appearance of the seedlings i.e. the number of leaves 
present, whether cotyledons were still attached, and 
the lengths of tap roots and aerial seedling parts. 
Seedlings were then divided into four parts;-

a) roots and hypocotyl, b) stem and leaves, 
c) cotyledons, and d) testas.

Leaf area was measured as described below after fresh 
weight determination of the four parts, and finally 
oven dry weights were determined.

iii) Leaf area determinations
Positive images of all leaves present were made 

by laying leaves on ammonax paper and exposing it to 
light under a plate of glass for 5-lOmins. The images 
were then developed in a tank of ammonia vapour, before 
being carefully cut out.
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Measurements of area were made either by passing the 
images through a K.B.K. automatic area meter (model 
AAM 5), or by weighing and calculating area against 
a standard weight curve of known areas of developed 
ammonax paper.
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RESULTS

1.1. Preliminary observation on development
i) Seed development

Fresh weight (Fig.1.1) dry weight (Fig 1.2), percentage 

moisture content (Fig.1.3), and total water content (Fig.1.4) 

were measured in samples of seeds at intervals from 10 days 

after anthesis, until 60 days after anthesis when seeds 

were considered to be mature.

In the first 20 days after anthesis, most growth 

in the fruit took place in the pod tissue and seed 

growth was slow. After 20 days, both fresh and dry 

weight entered a rapid growth phase in the seed (Figs.

1.1 and 1.2) which lasted for a further 20 days. The 

increase in dry weight then slowed and ceased over the 

following 20 days (Fig.1.2), during which the fresh weight 

declined (Fig. 1.1) .

Percentage moisture content declined slowly through

out the greater part of dev&opment and more quickly in 

the maturation phase at the end (Fig. 1.3) . When moisture 

content was expressed as total water present however, it 

was found to follow the pattern of the fresh weight curve, 

rising slowly at first, then more rapidly, and finally 

declining sharply after 40 days from anthesis (Fig.1.4) .

The development of the embryo, (cotyledons and 

embryo axis) followed closely the pattern of the whole
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seed development during the period examined (Figs.1.5 

- 1.8) . Early in development, before 19 days, seeds were 

too small to dissect satisfactorily, particularly since 

the embryo did not fill the seed coat until 19 days 

after anthesis (Fig. 1.13 A and B) . The remaining space 

was filled by liquid endosperm. Late in development, 

after 47 days, it was not possible to separate the testa 

intact from the embryo; it could only be partially re

moved. Results are therefore presented only for the 

period 19 days - 47 days, for embryo and testa measure

ment s .

The testa gained in fresh and dry weight only very 

slowly (Fig.1.5 and 1.6). It maintained a high percentage 

moisture content which was almost constant until 34 days 

after anthesis, and when a decline did begin, it was slow 

(Fig.1.7) . Total moisture was seen to follow a similar 

pattern to that in the embryo however,rising to a 

peak at 40 days before declining (Fig.1.8) .

ii) Pod development

The development of pods preceded that of seeds, 

fresh and dry weight increasing from anthesis without 

the 20 days lag phase of seeds. Fresh weight increased 

rapidly to a peak 23 days after anthesis and then fell 

steadily (Fig. 1.9) .
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This peak also preceded the fresh weight peak for seeds 
which did not occur until 40 days from anthesis. Dry 
weight also increased until 37 days, but unlike seed 
material, it then declined slowly (Fig.1.10). Percentage 
moisture content was high until approximately 16 days 
after anthesis, and then declined slowly until the end 
of development when the rate of decline increased 
sharply (Fig.1.11). Total moisture content followed 
the pattern of the fresh weight curve increasing rapidly 
until 23 days, and then declining (Fig.1.12).

iii) Germination
Seeds set to germinate with no treatment other than 

removal from the parent plant and pod showed no apparent 
germination unless they were removed later than 27 days 
after anthesis. From 27 days onwards, the seeds demonstrated 
an increasing germination rate with increasing age, based on 
percentage germination values (Fig.1.13). If the seeds were 
exposed to rapid desiccation after removal from the 
plant, and before they were set to germinate, no seeds 
germinated unless they were removed later than 47 days 
after anthesis (Fig.1.14). Clearly the developing seeds 
acquired the ability to withstand rapid desiccation some 
considerable time after the ability to germinate and 
grow was gained (cv Figs.1.13 and 1.14).
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iv) Scanning electron microscopy
Development was followed in the seed using scanning 

microscopy, first of the whole seed, (Fig.1.15 A and B), 
and then of the plumule (Fig.1.15 C-F). During the early 
part of development, growth was faster for the testa than 
for the emibryo (cotyledons + embryo axis). Consequently, 
the emibryo remained small and to one end of the young 
seed while the remainder of the internal space was filled 
with a liquid endosperm. (Fig.1.15 A). After 13 days, 
the embryo entered a more rapid growth phase, expanding 
to fill the internal testa space (Fig 1.15 B). By 19-20 
days after anthesis this expansion was complete and embryo 
and testa grew in unison. Primary leaf structure was 
primitive for the first third of development (Fig.1.15 C) . 
Midrib and primary and secondary vascular tissue was not 
evident until 25 days after anthesis (Fig.1.15 D ) . From 
this time on, the primary leaves expanded and different
iation of vascular tissue continued (Fig.1.15 E and F).



Fig. 1.15 Scanning electron micrographs of Phaseolus vulgaris
seed development

A. Longitudinal section through 13 day old seed.

B. Longitudinal section through 16 day old seed.

C. 2o day old embryo axis.

D . 25 day old plumule.

E. 31 day old plumule,

F. 60 day old plumule.
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1.2. Effect of fruit position and competition on 

seed development
Fig.1.16 shows the changes in mean dry weight of 

seeds from the first flowering node of plants bearing a 

single pod (Treatment A ), plants bearing this pod 

together with one produced five days later (Treatment B) , 

and plants bearing any pods which could set and be 

retained (Control) . Their growth rates, in ̂ ite of 

differences in competition, were very similar, even 

in the control plants which bore approximately 1 2 pods.

The changes in dry weight of seeds initiated on 

the fifth flowering day either on plants bearing one 

pod (Treatment C), or on plants bearing a pod also at 

the first flowering node (Treatment B), did not differ 

significantly either from each other (Fig.1.17), or 

from the primary node results (Fig.1.16) . Too little 

material was available from the fifth day fruits of 

the control plants to be able to compare them with 

those of the other treatments.

Artificial manipulation of the seed population 

was therefore found to have no detectable effect on 

individual seed size in P.vulgaris, but very marked 

effects were observed on the frequency of abortion of 

seeds either within the pod, or of complete pods to

gether with their seeds. Whole fruit abortion tended 

to occur early before much growth had occurred. It was
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the chief cause of absence of data for the fifth day 

flowering seeds in the control plants.

When any population of seeds was harvested it was 

found that the number of seeds developing could vary.

Each fruit usually contained seven or eight seeds which, 

in the early stages, were small and very similar to one 

another in appearance. However, at the beginning of the 

rapid growth phase some 2 0  days after anthesis, it be

came obvious that development was not uniform for all 

seeds in each pod. They could be divided into two distinct 

groups - healthy green seeds which grew and developed, 

and small seeds which remained undeveloped and turned 

brown as time progressed. This latter group rarely 

passed the primitive plumule stage illustrated in Fig. 

1.15C.

The process of seed abortion is illustrated in 

Fig.1.18 where the raw data of individual seed dry 

weights from untreated plants is presented. The two 

populations of healthy seeds and aborting seeds become 

increasingly distinct with increasing time.

When the results of the competition experiment 

were expressed as the percentage of healthy seeds 

developing in a pod, a clear differentiation emerged 

between control plants and treated plants (Fig.1.19).
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The abortion stage was reached quite sharply approx

imately three weeks after anthesis in both treated 

and control groups, but a much lower percentage of 

seeds continued to develop in control plants where 

competition was high, than in treated plants where 

pod numbers were artificially restricted to one or 

two per plant. No significant differences were found 

between the treatments, perhaps because they were too 

similar. Fig.1.19 illustrates this principle for the 

first flowering fruits, but it was also true of fruits 

from the fifth day of flowering.

It was established therefore, that competition 

between seeds on any one plant did not result in 

differing rates of seed growth or final dry weights, 

but in differing numbers of seeds continuing to develop 

beyond a primitive stage at any flowering position.

Since the aborting seeds were readily recognised amongst 

the healthy seeds within a pod, particularly beyond 

2 0  days after anthesis, it was possible to exclude 

such seeds from samples taken to investigate normal 

seed development from this time onwards (Such as those 

taken earlier in this section).

1.3 Germination and seedling development of seeds 
harvested at different times after anthesis

A further study of germination in both fresh and 

dry seed material was carried out to investigate whether
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the seedlings produced from both types of seed were 

similar in their potential for further growth. Seeds 

were produced in the standard manner and fresh and 

dry weight curves proved very similar to those of 

previously harvested crops.

When seeds and seedlings of various ages were 

sampled at two day intervals for 14 days from batches 

set to germinate in suitable growing conditions, there 

were differences in their growth patterns. Eighteen 

day old fresh seeds failed to germinate but seeds 

harvested 24,30,43 or 49 days after anthesis and set 

to germinate without desiccation showed that initiation 

of germination became earlier the more advanced the 

development of the seed before harvest (Fig.1.20).

The rate at which germination progressed once it was 

initiated did not appear significantly different in 

terms of numbers of seeds germinated at succeeding 

harvests. This is illustrated by the similarity 

of gradients in the curves in Fig.1.20, except 

perhaps for 24 day old seeds.

Of the desiccated seeds, only those of 43 days 

and 49 days showed any signs of germination. These 

populations showed faster germination rates than the 

equivalent fresh seed, reaching a high percentage 

germination in each sample within a few days of planting 

(Fig. 1.20) .
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Germination in the younger seed population again 

took longer to reach its full potential, but the 

effect was not pronounced.

When parts of the resultant seedlings were 

examined, the axis dry weight gains of desiccated 

seeds were found to occur faster than those in fresh 

seeds (Fig.1.21) . It cannot be determined from these 

results whether this would have continued to be the 

case. Later germination in fresh material may have 

been wholly responsible for smaller axes, although the 

gradient of the curves in fresh material is apparently 

less than for dry material, at least for the period 

studied.

It was perhaps surprising that the younger dried 

seeds produced marginally larger axes than older ones, 

but sample sizes were not large enough to prove any 

significant differences. It is mentioned here only since 

the trend was continued when mature 75 day old seeds 

were included as a control.

Results from fresh seeds of 24 and 30 days have 

not been included in this figure (Fig. 1.21) . The 

numbers which germinated were so small that adequate 

samples for other measurements were not available.

Those seedlings which did germinate were very small



Fig. 1.20 Germination of seeds harvested at 
different times after anthesis and 
planted immediately after harvest 
( ▼ , D , v , o , A  ) or following rapid 
desiccation ( #, A ). 18 days ▼ ;
24 days d ; 3o days v , 43 days o • ; 
49 days a ▲ .

Fig. 1.21 Axis dry weight of seedlings grown 
from seeds harvested at different 
times after anthesis and planted 
immediately after harvest ( o ,A ), 
or following rapid desiccation ( • >  ).
43 days o • ; 49 days a a • 75 days ♦ 
(control). Standard errors are represented 
by vertical bars except where covered 
by symbols. Standard error values for 
49 day desiccated seeds have been 
omitted for clarity.
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at harvest. Once more this may have been a function 

of later germination.

The trends produced by other measurements such 

as lengths of tap roots and shoots, and leaf area 

were very similar to those presented in Fig.1.21. 

Leaf area results are presented in Fig. 1.22 to 

illustrate this point.
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Pig 1,22 Leaf area of seedlings grown from seeds of different 
ages planted immediately after harvest ( O a ♦ ) or 
after rapid desiccation ( • a  ) , 43 days o • , 4 9 days a  a  , 
75 days ♦ (control). Standard errors represented by 
vertical bars, except where covered by the symbols, and 
values for 49 day desiccated seeds which are omitted for 
clarity.
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DISCUSSION

The development of bean seeds was generally in 

accord with that described by Loewenberg (1955). The 

dry weight curve for developing seeds was typically 

S-shaped with the rapid increase beginning approximately 

25 days after anthesis. The rapid growth phase lasted 

some two weeks which agreed with Loewenberg's figures, 

before dry weight increase slowed and ceased. It was 

not possible to detect the diauxic growth curve reported 

by Carr and Skene (1961), but the pod development 

observed in terms of fresh weight was in accord with 

their figures, with a decline in fresh weight shortly 

after 20 days after anthesis. There was some evidence 

that a late source of materials for seeds may have been 

the pod itself since dry weight was lost from pods 

towards the end of development, while it was still 

being gained by seeds. Testas also ceased gaining in 

dry weight earlier than embryos and may also have shown 

a slight decrease.

The ability to germinate was gained gradually by 

the seed population, its onset coinciding with the 

differentiation of vascular tissue in the embryo primary 

leaves as observed by scanning electron microscopy. 

Tolerance of rapid desiccation however, did not become 

apparent until much later in development and was preceded 

by the decline in total moisture content. This has also
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been observed in peas (Matthews,1973), lima beans 

(Klein and Pollock,1968), and soybeans (Howell ^  aT,1959) 

Matthews (1973) suggested that a decline in moisture 

content was a pre-requisite for desiccation tolerance, 

but later work by Rogerson and Matthews (1977) has 

suggested that this was unlikely in peas. They detached 

peas from pods early in development and were able to 

induce desiccation tolerance despite the prevention of 

water loss by keeping the seeds in a high humidity 

chamber. The establishment of desiccation tolerance 

in Phaseolus vulgaris is the subject of greater dis

cussion in Section III of the present work and its 

observation in this preliminary study was carried no 

further. The approximate time of its appearance in 

relation to age and other factors such as pod and seed 

colour was noted for future use in experimental design.

It was of interest to observe that the ability 

to germinate was established, at least in some seeds, 

much earlier than they become desiccation tolerant.

That seeds do not usually germinate while still on 

the parent plant suggests the possible presence of 

an inhibitor preventing them from doing so. It has 

been suggested that abscisic acid in the developing 

seed may prevent precocious germination (Dure,1975; 

Choinski ^  1981) . It was not possible however

from this work to determine whether the factor decisive
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in early germination was removal from the parent plant, 
or supplying water to the seeds when they were set to 
germinate.

Investigations into seed development in relation 
to their position on the parent plant and the degree of 
competition they experienced yielded unexpected results. 
It might have been expected that seeds developing on a 
plant bearing many other seeds, particularly those 
from later flowering nodes, would show some effects 
of competition in their growth curves by developing 
more slowly than seeds with little competition. No 
such evidence was found. Instead the compeKtive effects 
of higher pod and seed numbers were reflected in an 
increase in the numbers of pods and seeds which aborted, 
whilst the remaining seeds developed at a uniform rate. 
The mechanism by which the plant detects the numbers 
of seeds it can support, and their positions, is not 
known. Recent reports (Egli et, 1981; Patrick, 1981)
suggest that seed growth is not simply determined 
by the supply of nutrient or assimilates, but is a 
characteristic of the seed itself, which is expressed 
even when the seed is grown in culture. Presumably if 
insufficient assimilate is available for a seed to 
grow at the normal rate, it cannot grow at all, and 
aborts. The tendency for aborting seeds to occur in 
specific positions suggests a regular pattern of 
assimilate distribution within the pod.
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It has been suggested that time of fertilization 
is important (Gableman and Williams, 1962), The seeds 
which were aborted most frequently were those closest 
to the parent plant, and those which developed to 
maturity were nearer the stylar end of the ovary.
This was in agreement with Gableman and Williams' 
observations (1962). It has also been shown to be 
the case for Vicia faba L . seeds (Kambal, 1969). That 
the aborted seeds were closest to the supply cf meta
bolites and yet did not benefit from this proximity 
suggests that fertilization time may be of importance. 
Seeds closest to the stylar end of the ovary would be 
fertilized first and would be entering cell division 
and development before fertilization took place in 
seeds requiring longer pollen tubes. Gableman and 
Williams (1962), have suggested that this slender 
time advantage may be sufficient to allow distal seeds 
to be more demanding sinks for metabolites due to 
their slightly more advanced condition.

It was intended originally to use only seeds 
developing on the first flowering node of each plant. 
These were understood to form in the topmost leaf 
axil of the plant (Ojehomon, 1966). There would there
fore have been some consistency in seed source. The 
practice was rejected for two reasons. Firstly, it 
was found to be extremely wasteful of developing seed
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material, and secondly, the observations of Ojehomon 

(1966), were not always supported by the plants grown 

in these studies. The first flower did not always open 

in the axil of the topmost leaf; at times one of the 

lowest buds on the terminal inflorescence was the 

first to open. The reason for this discrepancy is 

not known as flowering sequence was not studied furlher.

Since competitive forces were expressed in 

seed abortion and not in preferential supply to part

icular flowering nodes resulting in variable seed 

sizes, it was concluded that in future experimental 

work, seeds could be harvested from any position on 

the parent plant provided that they were colour coded 

as usual on the day of anthesis. In practice it was 

found to be most productive to leave only four or five 

developing ovaries on each plant in the growing cond

itions provided. This ensured well filled pods with 

little abortion, and a lower frequency of whole fruit 

abortion also. Growing the plants close together was 

an advantage in terms of length of flowering period.

It has been shown that high density plants bloom within 

a less protracted period than those at low density 

(Jones, 1967) .

Comparisons of the growth potential of seedlings 

from seeds harvested at different ages tended to give
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ambiguous results. The trend was for seeds harvested 

young to germinate more slowly than later crops but 

once germination had begun in each population it 

proceeded at equivalent rates. The duration of the 

experiment was too short to allow the final total 

germination of each population to be compared, but 

it is unlikely they would have been similar since 

delayed germination after imbibition tended to 

encourage pathogenic attack, and probably increased 

pre-emergence mortality. The time span of the invest

igation was enough to establish that this did not 

occur in desiccated bean seeds which were capable 

of germinating. Although younger seeds took longer 

than older seeds to begin germination, 1 0 0 %  germina- 

bility was evident during the course of the invest

igation. There was evidence that the fresh sown seeds 

grew more slowly than desiccated seeds. This could 

be regarded as further support for the existance of, 

a growth inhibitor in fresh seeds which may be 

denatured, or at least lose its potency through drying.

Verhey (1961) has presented evidence that plants 

growing from small seedlings produce lower yields 

than those from large seedlings. The effect was 

apparent with and without the competitive influences 

of other plants. In a review of seed size effects on 

some agricultural plants. Black (1959) found a 

general trend for seed size to affect early seedling 

size, but not final yield. It might be expected that
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smaller seeds would produce small seedlings and 
therefore be less productive on the basis of Verhey's 
work (1961) than later harvested larger seeds, but no 
evidence was found to this effect. The trend, though 
statistically insignificant, was for the opposite 
effect which might suggest that once desiccation 
tolerance has been achieved, seeds could be harvested 
and artificially dried without detrimental effects 
on subsequent seedling performance. More work would 
have to be done with much larger seed samples how
ever to discover whether the suggested trend was 
a real one.



S E C T I O N  II

ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDIES OF THE PRIMARY LEAF 
DURING SEED DEVELOPMENT AND RIPENING
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the invention of the electron microscope, 
it has been possible to examine in detail the sub- 
cellular structure of living things. The method has 
been widely applied, perhaps more so to animal tissues 
than those of plants, but with improvements and re
finements in techniques of fixation and sectioning, the 
imbalance has become less pronounced.

Electron micrographs are a valuable addition to 
scientific research but caution must be employed in 
interpreting their content for two fundamental reasons. 
Firstly, the complex and lengthy process involved in 
preparing specimens for examination is designed to halt 
living processes in as short a time as possible, to 
increase the electron density of structures to be 
observed, to replace water molecules with inert resin, 
and to cut sections thin enough for good resolution. The 
specimen is therefore much changed during the prepara
tion procedure and it seems likely that at least some 
subcellular structures may appear appreciably different 
to their natural living state. In short, the process of 
preparation may distort the observer's impression of 
the material being studied. This view will be discussed 
in much greater detail in Section IV.

The second critjcianof electron microscopy is its 
narrow field of observation. Large quantities of tissue
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cannot be examined. Hundreds of sections contain 
only very small amounts of material, and quantitive 
studies would therefore be extremely misleading. In 
this discipline, the observer must be satisfied that 
the relatively few cells examined are representative 
of the tissue as a whole.

Nevertheless, while bearing in mind the dravbacks 
mentioned, electron microscopy offers much valuable 
information which would otherwise be unobtainable.

References to subcellular structure in developing 
seeds are not common in the literature. More emphasis 
has been placed on ultrastructure during germination.
These germination studies include those of Opik (1965a; 
1965b;1966); Bain and Mercer (1966b); Klein and Ben-Shaul 
(1966); Newcomb (1967) Treffrey et al, ÇL967) ; ̂ o  (1970) «Smith 
1974); Whatley (1974;1977a;1977b;1979) and Platt-Aloia and 
Thomson (1977). Studies of seed development in dicotyledons 
have been concerned particularly with cotyledon ultra
structure - Bils and Howell (1963), Bain and Mercer (1966a), 
Klein and Pollock (1968), Opik (1968), Briarty et al 
(1969), and Mollenhauer and Totten (1971b). The embryo 
axis has been relatively neglected with the exceptions 
of the studies of Klein and Pollock (1968), who examined 
the ultrastructure of lima bean radicle tips during 
development, and Whatley (1974;1977b•1979), who followed 
chloroplast development throughout seed maturation and 
subsequent germination in P.vulgaris leaves.
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The study by Klein and Pollock (1968) was 

directly related to desiccation tolerance in Phaseolus 
lunatus. They outlined two stages in development. In 
the first, dry weight increased rapidly and fresh weight 
more slowly so that percentage moisture content fell 
from 85% to approximately 6 0 %, whilst in the second, 
dry weight remained constant, and fresh weight fell.
The former they called the ripening stage, and the latter 
the maturation stage. The ability to grow independently 
developed in the axes near the end of the ripening stage, 
but desiccation tolerance was not established until well 
into the maturation stage, at about 45% moisture content. 
They made the following observations of the ultrastructure 
in radicle tips. Polysomes were present in early develop
ment, but disappeared during maturation. Endoplasmic 
reticulum distribution changed from a random pattern in 
young roots, to one where it was chiefly orientated along 
cell walls and nuclei, and occasionally forming a "stacked" 
para&el alignment. Plastids contained small grana and 
starch grains but both decreased in size and number during 
maturation. The plastids themselves became spherical, 
although some observations were made of "bottle shaped" 
plastids with cytoplasmic inclusions in mature tissue. 
Vacuoles developed into protein bodies but these had 
less homogenous contents than those of cotyledon cells. 
Klein and Pollock (1968) also observed lipid droplets 
along cell walls of radicle cells during the maturation 
phase which were not present in the tissue during the
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ripening phase.

Whatley's observations of chloroplast development 
were made on P.vulgaris primary leaves during development 
and did not include other features in maturing cells 
except brief references to associated structure such 
as E.R. Her earliest observations (1974), suggested 
that plastids did not develop beyond a proplastid 
stage in which the organelles contained only small 
amounts of single lamellae. They also held clear areas 
containing fibrils which she postulated were D.NA, and 
occasionally granules of phytoferratin. During development 
she reported a brief progression into an amyloplast 
stage with single large starch grains, before the plastids 
reverted to proplastid form during seed maturation. In 
a later paper (Whatley, 1979), she expanded on her 
description of the amyloplasts and correlated their 
occurance with position within the leaf. As the seeds 
dehydrated, plastids were seen to be associated with 
units of smooth E.R., and some irregularities in shape, 
including some amoeboid forms, were observed.

The sparse treatment of ultrastructural changes
in developing seed axes prompted the following study
of changes in P.vulgaris primary leaf tissue as it
ripened and matured in natural conditions on the parent

exo*v)inetll irv QA Aci'erw'inc.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

1 .Harvesting
Material was harvested according to age. Owing 

to variability in seed size, five average seeds were 
selected for transmission electron microscopy from 
samples of 100 seeds at each age. Seeds were dissected 
before fixation and whole plumules were fixed, making 
orientation and subsequent embedding easier.
2.Standard Fixation

Specimens were fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde in 
0.02M phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 for 24hrs at 4°C.
After three cold buffer washes of 5 mins each, they 
were post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide phosphate buffered 
solution for Ihr at ambient temperature. Specimens were 
either embedded immediately, or stored for up to a week 
in phosphate buffer at 4°C. No noticeable changes took 
place in the tissue during this time.
3.Vapour fixation

Some dry specimens (11% moisture content) were fixed 
by exposure to osmium tetroxide vapour in a sealed glass 
vessel for 48hrs. Resin impregnation was extremely 
difficult to achieve with these samples even when placed 
in monomer resin solution under vacuum. Some samples 
were therefore reimbibed in water after fixation and 
subsequently taken through the standard dehydration 
and embedding procedure.
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4 .Dehydration and embedding

The embedding medium used was Spurr's low viscosity 
epoxy resin (Spurr 1969). Specimens were dehydrated in 
an acetone series (25%, 50%, 80%, and 1 0 0 % acetone in 
deionised water), being given 3o mins in each solution.
They were then transferred for Ihr to a 50% acetone/50% 
monomer resin solution to assist penetration. A 24hr period 
in 1 0 0 %  monomer resin solution before polymerisation 
was also found to aid impregnation. Specimens were 
embedded in flat moulds of resin for orientation 
purposes, and polymerised for 48-72hrs at 6 0 ^0 .
5.Sectioning

Specimens were sectioned on a Reichert - Jung OmU 3 
ultramicrotome using a glass knife with either 1 0% 
acetone in deionised water, or deionised water only 
in the boat. Deionised water was passed through a 
millipore filter before use to reduce contamination 
by electron dense particles. Silver and pale gold 
sections (60-150nm) were spread with chbroform vapour and 
collected on 2 0 0  mesh copper grids.
6 . Staining

Sections were immersed for 10 mins in a saturated 
solution of uranyl acetate in 70% ethanol, washed for 
5 mins in filtered deionised water, stained in Reynold's 
lead citrate (Reynolds,1963) for 10 mins, and finally 
washed again in filtered deionised water for 5 mins.
Carbon dioxide-free deionised water was used to
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minimise formation of electron dense particles of 
lead carbonate during staining. Both staining solutions 
were centrifuged for 1 0 mins before use, as an 
additional safeguard against contamination. The 
staining procedure was carried out in Forsdyke's 
staining apparatus (Forsdyke,1979).
7 .Microscopes

Sections were examined in either an A.E.I.802 
transmission microscope, or a Jeol lOOCx transmission 
electron microscope with side entry specimen holder.
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RESULTS

Primary leaves were examined as soon as it was 
possible to dissect them from the seed. The embryo 
develops late in P.vulgaris (Fig.1.15.) and the 
primary leaf was therefore not subjected to ultra- 
structural examination until 19 days after anthesis. 
Observations of cell structure were made at intervals 
until 6 0  days after anthesis when the seed population 
had fully gained the ability to germinate both in the 
fresh condition, and after rapid desiccation. The 
seeds, when mature at 6 0  days, had dehydrated on the 
parent plant to a moisture content of 1 1% on a fresh 
weight basis. Results are presented in three sections 
according to the physiological characteristics of each 
stage of seed development. In the first (19-25 days) 
the seeds were unable to germinate under any circumstances. 
During the second stage (26-34days), an increasing 
proportion of seed material gained the ability to germ
inate with no treatment but separation from the parent 
plant, but no seeds could survive rapid desiccation. In 
the final stage (35-60 days from anthesis), the seed 
population reached maximum germination with excision 
from the parent plant and also gained the ability to 
withstand rapid dehydration.
2.1 19-25 days after anthesis

i)Stage of development
Seeds in this group were entering their high growth
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period where fresh and dry weights were beginning 
to increase rapidly (Figs, 1.1 and 1.2). Their 
percentage moisture content was in slow decline - between 
87% and 79% (Fig.1.3) but total water was increasing 
(Fig.1.4). Differentiation of vascular tissue in the 
primary leaves was beginning (Fig,1.15 C and D)& The 
cotyledons had just filled the internal testa space 
by the start of this stage. The seeds of these ages 
were incapable of germinating in either a fresh or an 
artificially desiccated condition.

ii) Ultrastructure
At the start of this phase of development areas 

of active cell division were still in evidence (Fig 2.1), 
characterised by the presence of many Golgi bodies 
and vesicles (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2), partially formed cell 
walls (Fig. 2.3), large nuclei compared to cell size 
(Fig. 2.4), and vacuoles, where present, being small 
and irregular (Fig. 2.1). Vacuoles at this stage were 
largely electron transparent, but did contain fibrillar 
material. Nuclei were irregularly shaped, as were 
their electron dense nucleoli, round in some sections, 
amoeboid in others (Figs 2.1,2.4). In addition, they 
contained other areas of electron dense material 
(assumed to be chromatin) associated with the nuclear 
envelope (Fig 2.1, 2.4 and 2.5) which in some sections 

seen to be perforated by nuclear pores (Fig 2.5).
Many strands of endoplasmic reticulum (E.Rj 

were visible, and although some ribosomes appeared
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associated with them, most units were of the smooth 
variety. The E.R. at this stage seemed fairly evenly 
distributed, and did not show preferential alignment 
(Figs. 2.1, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.9). Most ribosomes appeared 
free in the cytoplasm and there was no striking evidence 
of polysome formation. (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3).

Mitochondria were oval, (Fig 2.6) or round 
(Fig 2.7) in section, and were at times considerably 
elongated (Figs 2.5 and 2.8). Whether this elongation 
was a sign of organelle division, or simply increased 
association between mitochondria and other cell 
constituents is not known, but the extent of elongation 
seems to indicate the latter, as the former would not 
necessitate such gross distortion. Mitochondria 
generally displayed cristae and often had areas in the 
stroma which were electron transparent, but were 
crossed by irregular networks of fibrillar material 
possibly strands of DNA (Figs 2.1,2.3,2.4,2.5,2.7,2. 8 

and 2.9).
Differentiating between mitochondria and plastids 

was sometimes difficult as plastids remained as pro- 
plastids and at times had fibrillar areas similar to 
those in the mitochondria (Figs 2.5 and 2.8), and even 
projections resembling cristae (Figs 2.4,2.5,2.8, 2.9 
and 2.12). The characteristics which made indentification 
of proplastids possible were the frequent presence of 
starch grains (Fig 2.1,2.4,2.5 and 2.8), the presence 
of one or more strands of lamellar material (Figs 2.1,
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2.3,2.4,2.5,2.8 and 2,9), and the more dense appearance 
of the proplastid stroma (Figs.2.1,2.3,2.4,2.5 and 2.9). 
Proplastid shape was variable, ranging from rounded and 
oval sections (Figs.2.1,2.3 and 2.5) to amoeboid shapes 
(Figs 2.10 and 2.11). Fig 2.11 illustrates a proplastid 
with an apparently totally included portion of cytoplasm, 
but could be a proplastid similar to that illustrated in 
Fig 2.10 sectioned in a different plane.

Small lipid vesicles (Figs 2.6 and 2.12) were 
occasionally found in the cytoplasm, but were infrequent 
and adopted no specific orientations. Plasmodesmata 
were frequently observe d (Figs 2.1,2.3,2.4,2.5,2.11 and 
2.13).
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Figs 2.1 - 2.13

These figures are transmission electron micrographs 
of cells and cell organelles of the primary leaf between 
19 and 25 days after anthesis, when the seeds were 
entering the rapid growth phase of development, but 
before they were capable of germinating either prior to 
or following rapid desiccation.

Magnification is expressed in the form of a scale 
line on each figure. The approximate length of each 
scale line is given in the legend.



Fig. 2.1 Meristematic region in young primary leaf 
in the area of the midrib. Scale line represents 
E R, endoplasmic reticulum; G,Golgi apparatus;
1 , lipid; m, mitochondrion;
N, nucleus; n, nucleolus; p, proplastid; pd, plasmodesma; 
s, starch; V, vacuole; W, cell wall.
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Fig.2.2 Golgi apparatus in young active cell. Scale 
line represents 0 .5;am, G,Golgi apparatus; V,vacuole

Fig. 2.3 Cell wall formation and cell organelles in young 
active cells.
Scale line represents 0.5 /im, E R, endoplasmic reticulum; 
m, mitochondrion; p, proplastid; pd plasmodesma; W,cell wall





Fig. 2.4. Nucleus and other cell organelles in a 
meristematic region of the young primary leaf. 
Scale line represents l^m. N, nucleus; n, nucle'plus.

Fig. 2.5. Organelles in the young primary leaf.
Extreme plasticity of a mitochondrion is exhibited. 
Scale line represents Ijam, m, mitochondrion ; N, nucleus; 
np, nuclear pore; p,proplastid; s,starch.
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Fig. 2.6. Longitudinal, section of mitochondrion 
in the young primary leaf. The figure also illustrates 
free ribosomes, Golgi apparatus, and part of a lipid 
vesicle.
Scale line represents 0 .5/im. G, Golgi apparatus; 1, lipid; 
m, mitochondrion; r,ribosome.

Fig. 2.7. Transverse section of mitochondrion in the 
young primary leaf. Scale line represents 0.5 ^m.
E R, endoplasmic reticulum; m,mitochondrion; 
r ,ribosome.
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Fig. 2.8. Section of a proplastid containing starch 
from young primary leaf. Cristae - like projections 
can be seen in the proplastid. Scale line represents 
m, mitochondrion; p,proplastid; r, ribosome; s, starch.

Fig. 2.9. Section through elongated proplastids in 
young primary leaf. Other cell organelles are also 
illustrated. Scale line represents 0.5 
E Ry endoplasmic reticulum; G,Golgi apparatus; 
m,mitochondrion; p,proplastid; V,vacuole.
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Fig. 2.10. Amoeboid proplastid formation from young 
primary leaf. Scale line represents 0. 2 5 /iM% 
p,proplastid; r,ribosomes.

Fig. 2.11. Amoeboid proplastid formation in young 
primary leaf. Scale line represents 0 . 2 5 '  

p,proplastid; pd, plasmodesma.

Fig. 2.12. Lipid vesicle in young primary leaf. 
Scale line represents 0.25/ini- 
1 , lipid; p,proplastid.

Fig. 2.13 Plasmodesmata(pd) in young primary leaf 
Scale line represents 0.25/mi-
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2.2 26 - 34 days after anthesis

i) Stage of development
This time interval included a large proportion 

of the rapid growth phase of the seed in terms of 
increase in fresh and dry weight (Figs. 1.1 and 1.2). 
Percentage moisture content continued its slow 
decline, from 79% - 70% during this period (Fig. 1.3), 
although total water content was still rising (Fig. 1.4). 
Differentiation of the primary leaves, continuing during 
the selected period, became apparent at a cellular level 
This group of seeds had achieved some measure of 
autonomy in that a proportion of them were able to 
germinate when separated from the parent plant and 
placed in suitable growing conditions (Fig.1.13). None 
however, were able to survive rapid desiccation.

ii) Ultrastructure
During this phase, Golgi bodies were still in 

evidence, but became much less prolific (Fig,2.14,2.15 
and 2.16). Cell walls, although narrow, were continuous 
rather than perforated, and nuclei, although still 
sizeable, did not occupy such a high proportion 
of the cell areas sectioned (Figs- 2.14,2.15 and 2.16). 
These nuclei were similar in appearance to those 
described in section 2 .1 , and continued to exhibit 
electron dense areas at the nuclear envelope, as well 
as dense nucleoli (Figs.2.14, 2.15 and 2.16).

ER.was still present, but less conspicuous (Figs.
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2.14,2.15 and 2.16), and a greater proportion of units 
were of the rough variety (Fig. 2.17). Most ribosomes 
however, still appeared free in the cytoplasm (Figs 2.14 - 
2.21) .

Micrptubules were often observed in close
proximity with cell walls (Figs. 2.17 and 2.2o).

Cell vacuoles were expanding in this phase,
but the fine fibrillar material contained in them 
did not appear more widely distributed; on the contrary, 
it had increased in proportion, and rendered vacuoles 
more dense in appearance (Figs. 2.14 and 2.15). By the 
end of the phase (34 days after anthesis), accumulation 
of electron dense material had begun at the periphery 
of some vacuoles, which had themselves become rounded, 
and smaller, and were suggestive of protein body 
formation (Fig*2.18).

The signs of plasticity in proplastids and 
mitochondria evident in the earlier phase became 
striking in this later phase. Both plastids (Fig. 2.15,
2.16 and 2.17) and mitochondria (Fig. 2.16 and 2.19) 
could be extremely amoeboid and irregular in form. 
Mitochondrial internal structure was similar to that 
previously described, whilst proplastid structure 
varied with location. Those in the spongy mesophyll 
and lower epidermis accumulated large amounts of 
starch within them (Fig,2.14), and this was even 
more pronounced in the midrib area. Those in the 
upper epidermal and palisade cells accumulated smaller, 
less frequent starch deposits (Figs. 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16).
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Lamellar structure had developed, and was usually 
associated with starch deposits (Fig. 2.14). In some 
proplastids there was overlap of lamellae suggestive 
of grana formation (Figs. 2.20 and 2.21), but this 
was rarely seen to progress beyond two overlapping 
lamellae. Lamellae were at times looped about the 
starch grains (Fig.2.22), or formed circular patterns 
(Fig. 2.23). Starch deposits were at all times observed associated 
with some form of lamellar structure within the plastid 
(Figs.2.14 - 2.25). In a small number of proplastids, 
prolamellar bodies were observed (Fig. 2.24).

Some proplastids were notable for bulbous projections 
forming close associations with vacuoles (Fig2.25).
These projections were joined to the main proplastid 
bodies by narrow stalks and closer observations 
showed that they did not penetrate the vacuoles, as 
the vacuolar membrane and proplastid membrane were 
seen to be intact and separate. Their presence will 
be discussed.

No change in appearance or number of lipid 
vesicles was found and plasmodesmata were still 
frequently apparent in the sections (Figs.2.14,2.15,
2.16 and 2.17).
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Figs. 2.14 - 2.25

Figs.2.14 - 2.25 are transmission electron 
micrographs of epidermal, spongy mesophyll and palisade 
areas of the primary leaves, during the rapid growth 
phase. Seeds in this age range ( 2 6 - 3 4  days after anthesis) 
were incapable of surviving rapid desiccation, but 
a proportion of them were able to germinate if placed 
in suitable growing conditions, immediately after 
separation from the parent plant.

Magnification is expressed as a scale line on 
each figure. The approximate length of each scale line 
is given in the legend.



Fig. 2.14. Epidermal and spongy mesophyll cells of the 
primary leaf during rapid growth phase. Scale line 
represents 5 /im. ep, epidermis;ER, endoplasmic 
reticulum; G, Golgi body; m, mitochondrion; N, nucleus; 
n, nucleolus; p, proplastid; s, starch; V, vacuole.
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Fig.2.15. Epidermal and palisade cells of primary 
leaf during rapid growth phase. Scale line represents 
5 jLim .
ep, epidermis; G,Golgi body; m,mitochondrion;
N, nucleus; p, proplastid; s, starch; V, vacuole.

Fig. 2.16. Palisade cells of primary leaf during rapid 
growth phase. Scale line represents 5^m .
m, mitochondrion; N,nucleus; n, nucleolus; p,proplastid; 
s , starch.
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Fig. 2.17. Proplastid of primary leaf during rapid 
growth phase showing plasticity and internal structure. 
Other organelles are also illustrated. Scale line 
represents O.Sjam . ER, endoplasmic reticulum;
G, Golgi body; mt, microtubule ; N,nucleus; p,proplastid; 
s , starch; V, vacuole.

Fig. 2.18. Vacuolar deposits in primary leaf towards
the end of rapid growth phase. Scale line represents 0.5 jjim
ER, endoplasmic reticulum; N, nucleus; V, vacuole.

Fig. 2.19. Mitochondrion(m) of primary leaf during rapid 
growth phase. Extreme organelle plasticity is exhibited. 
Scale line represents 0.5 /am





Fig.2.2o and 2.21. Proplastids of primary leaf during 
rapid growth phase. Overlapping lamellae are illustrated 
suggestive of grana formation. Scale lines represent 0 .5 /am 
N, nucleus; p, proplastid; s, starch.
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Fig.2.22. Proplastid of primary leaf during rapid growth 
phase with lamella looped about starch grain. Scale line 
represents 0.5 /im. p,proplastid; s,starch.

Fig.2.23. Proplastid of primary leaf during rapid growth 
phase with circular lamellar formation. Scale line 
represents 0.5 /im. p,proplastid; s,starch;V,vacuole.

Fig.2.24. Proplastid of primary leaf during rapid growth 
phase with prolamellar body. Scale line represents 0.5 yum. 
p,proplastid; pi,prolamellar body; s,starch; V,vacuole.

Fig.2.25. Proplastid of primary leaf during rapid growth 
phase with extension in close association with cell vacuole 
Scale line represents 0.5 yum. p,proplastid; s,starch;
V,vacuole.
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2.3. 3 5 - 6 0  days after anthesis

i) Stage of development
During this phase, fresh weight reached a peak 

and began to decline (Fig.1.1), and dry weight altered 
from a rapid increase to a very slow increase which 
ceased at maturity (Fig.1.2). Total water content was 
still increasing in the early part of this stage, but 
loss of total water began after 40 days from anthesis. 
The percentage moisture content continued to decline 
from 2o% - 11% at maturity. The declining moisture 
content made fixation and embedding increasingly 
difficult, reducing micrograph quality, and raising 
uncertainty in interpretation of their contents.
Since ability to withstand rapid desiccation was gained 
during the maturation phase after 4o days when the 
material was becoming most difficult to embed and 
section, little could be discovered about the ultra
structure of desiccation tolerant seeds. An alterna
tive method for examining ultrastructural changes 
during the acquisition of desiccation tolerance 
will be described in Section IV. The features 
described below however, were observed using seeds 
maturing naturally whilst attached to the parent plant.

ii) Ultrastructure
Differentiating between cell organelles became 

much more difficult during maturation (Figs.2.26,2.27, 
2.28 and 2.34). The vacuoles continued to fill with
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electron dense material becoming smaller and generally 
oval, and recognisable as protein bodies. (Fig.2.26, 
2.27,2. 30,2.31 and 2.33). ER, a greater proportion 
of which was rough type, and became aligned around 
protein bodies (Figs.2.3o and 2.31), except in cells 
close to the vascular areas of the leaf primordium 
where it was considerably more prominent and abundant, 
and was arranged in close parallel cisternae (Fig.2.32).

Mitochondria and proplastids appeared to reverse 
development in this phase becoming rounded and apparently 
shrinking, while becoming less electron dense and losing 
their internal structure (Figs.2.26,2.27,2.28 and 2.29). 
Starch deposits were less frequent, but were still 
present to some extent and at tim® showed signs that 
they were being dispersed (Fig.2.29).

Lipid vesicles became much more common late 
in development and at this stage became associated 
closely with the plasmalemma (Figs.2.30,2.31,2 .32 
and 2.33). Plasmodesmata were still apparent in 
some sections (Figs.2.26,2.33 and 2.34).

By the end of maturation, little ultrastructural 
detail was recognisable and even the protein bodies 
had lost their electron density (Fig2.34). Whether 
this was a natural feature, or a result of fixation 
and embedding difficulties, is not known.

When vapour fixation of mature primary leaves 
was attempted, resin penetration and satisfactory 
sectioning of dry material, (11% moisture content)
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was found impossible to achieve, and when a buffer 
imbibition phase was incorporated before embedding, 
all cell contents, with the exception of nuclei, 
became unrecognisable. A large proportion of 
membranes were unable to withstand the influx of 
water in their fixed state and were ruptured and 
fragmented (Figs.2.35 and 2.36). It is of interest 
that the nuclear envelope was less susceptible to 
rupture, so that nuclei and nucleoli were recognisable 
structures even in vapour fixed sections (Figs .2.35 and 
2.36) .
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Figs. 2.26 - 2.36

These figures are transmission electron micro
graphs of sections of primary leaf tissue from seeds 
leaving the rapid growth phase, and dehydrating to 
maturity. During the period (35 days - 60 days after 
anthesis), the seed population became fully germinable 
when fresh, and also gained the ability to withstand 
rapid desiccation.

Magnification is expressed in the form of a 
scale line on each figure. The approximate length 
of the scale line is given in the legend.



Fig. 2.26. Spongy mesophyll cells in maturing primary 
leaf. Scale line represents 5 /ini . m,mitochondrion* 
N,nucleus ; p,proplastid;pd,plasmddesma.

Figs. 2.27 and 2.28. Cell organelles in maturing primary 
leaf. Scale lines represent 0.5 /mi , ER,endoplasmic 
reticulum; m,mitochondrion; pb,protein body; W,cell wall.
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Figs. 2.29 - 2.32. Organelles in maturing primary leaf 
tissue and lipid accumulation at plasmalemma. Fig.2.32 
is of a cell located in a vascular area. Scale lines 
represent 0.5/im. ER,endoplasmic reticulum; 1,lipid; 
m,mitochondrion; N,nucleus; p,proplastid; pb protein 
body; s,starch.
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Fig.2.33. Lipid accumulation at plasmalemma during 
the maturation phase in primary leaf. Scale line 
represents 5 ER,endoplasmic reticulum? 1, lipid;
m,mitochondrion;pb,protein body; W,cell wall.

Fig.2134. Fully mature cells in primary leaf illustrating 
lack of definition. Scale line represents 5 jam. 
pdfplasmodesma; w, cell wall.
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Figs. 2.35 and 2.36. Sections of cells of mature primary 
leaf fixed by osmium tetroxide vapour method with 
subsequent imbibition phase. Scale lines represent 5 Jim . 
N,nucleus; n,nucleolus.
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DISCUSSION

Selection of age groups in the development of 
primary leaf tissue in Phaseolus vulgaris was made 
on the growth potential of the seeds at each stage. 
Seeds in the first group were unable to grow inde
pendently, while those in the second group were devel
oping an increasing ability to grow when separated 
from parent tissue and provided with suitable environ
mental conditions. This group in turn differed from 
the third group in that they were unable to withstand 
rapid desiccation.

The ultrastructure of the first two groups was 
very similar. Both had a full complement of cellular 
constituents with prominent nuclei,dietyosomes, 
ribosomes,endoplasmic reticulum (ER),mitoch ndria, 
proplastids, and developing vacuoles. In both groups, 
proplastids and mitochondria exhibited plasticity. In 
some cases, constrictions occurred reminiscent of orga
nelle division (Leech et al, 1981), but in others the 
organelle invaginations were more suggestive of a close 
association with the cytoplasm, perhaps indicating 
some metabolic interchange. Whatley (1974;1977b) 
reported that plastid development did not proceed 
beyond the proplastid stage during seed development.
The present work provided evidence of further develop
ment to the amoeboid stage, and even some evidence 
of prolamellar body formation, before regression to
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the proplastid form during maturation. No differences 
however, were observed between viable and non-viable 
fresh seeds, in this respect.

The plastids of the two groups did not exhibit 
marked individual differences in structure, but were 
distinguished more by their position in the leaf tissues, 
particularly when differentiation of these tissues 
became apparent in the second age group. Development 
beyond the simple proplastid state to that of 
amyloplast seemed in part depadent on position within 
the leaf. Proplastids of the potential spongy mesophyll 
and lower epidermal cells tended to accumulate large 
quantities of starch, while those of the palisade and 
upper epidermal cells accumulated less. The greatest 
accumulations of starch were found in the midrib area, 
principally in the lower regions. Similar observations 
have recently been made by Whatley (1979).

Free ribosome distribution did not differ signi
ficantly between groups 1 and 2. There was little 
evidence of polysome formation in either group.
Polysomes have been found in several ultrastructural 
seed studies (e.g.Klein and Pollock,1968;Opik,1968; 
and Briarty et al,1969), but there is some doubt about 
their presence in all embryo axes. Klein and Pollock 
refer to the ribosomes in P .lunatus radicle tips as 
"rather crowded" rendering polysome strands less 
distinctive than in the cotyledons of the same species 
(Klein and Pollock, 1968). Rye (Secale cereale L .) 
radicles have been seen to exhibit polysome formation 

during development (Hallam,1972).
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The most striking difference between groups 

1 and 2 at an ultrastructural level was a change 
from predominantly smooth ER to rough ER between 
the two age groups. It has been shown in rat liver 
cells that newly developed ER is smooth but becomes 
rough as it matures (Dallner et al, 1966). If the 
ER in the younger group of seeds is newly formed, 
then the protein synthesising machinery of primary 
leaf cells may not be fully assembled until rough 
ER is formed. This might have some bearing on the 
inability of the younger group to grow in isolation.
If the young axes were unable to synthesise the 
appropriate proteins, then the transition from a 
tissue unable to grow independently to a tissue 
capable of growing in isolation could not be made.

In suggesting that rough ER may be a prerequisite 
for independent growth, it should be noted that rough 
ER is not found in all developing seed tissues. Bain 
and Mercer (1966a) reported only smooth ER throughout 
pea cotyledon development. Whether a close comparison 
between axis and cotyledon tissues should be drawn is 
however, questionable since their roles differ in seed 
and seedling growth. Cotyledon tissue must undergo a 
reversal in function between development and germination. 
During the former it is a storage organ accumulating 
material, whilst during germination, material must be 
removed from it. In contrast, the role of the axis 
is to grow both during development and germination, 
and the overall flow of materials is therefore not 
reversed. At a cellular level, the difference is not
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quite so clear cut. Axis tissues contain some cell 
organelles (notably protein bodies), which function 
in the same way as those of the cotyledon, for example, 
reserves are laid down in the protein bodies during 
development, and then used up during germination.
It is therefore not possible to state that the re
quirements of axes and cotyledons are different.

Protein body formation tended to succeed rough 
ER formation in P.vulgaris primary leaves, but since 
it did not take place until late in the second age 
group, it does not seem likely to account for the 
differences in independent growth potential between 
the two groups.

There are few ultrastructural differences 
between viable and non-viable fresh tissues. Perhaps 
the ability to grow is more closely related to specific 
tissues within the axis, in particular the vascular 
tissues which only begin differentiating late in the 
first age group.

The ultrastructure of the second and third age 
groups did differ markedly. As described, primary 
leaf tissue from seeds able to grow but unable to 
withstand rapid desiccation, exhibited the signs of 
active cells with intracellular structures and 
organelles clearly in evidence. There were multiple 
changes which occurred as the seeds entered the 
maturation phase. These largely concurred with those 
described for other seed tissue. Protein body formation, 
which began in the earlier age group and continued
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in the third group appeared to be as a result of 
vacuolar subdivision. Similar protein body formation 
has been described for P.vulgaris cotyledons by Opik, 
(1968), and for cotyledons and radicles of P .lunatus 
by Klein and Pollock (1968). Bain and Mercer (1966a) 
reported two types of protein body formation in Pisum 
sativum cotyledons: vacuolar subdivision and filling, 
and deposition of protein in ER cisternae which gradually 
swelled to become protein bodies. No evidence of the 
latter type of formation was found in the present study.

ER distribution changed considerably during the 
transition from group 2 to group 3. As the seeds matured, 
rough ER was more and more to be found encircling 
protein bodies until loss of electron density made 
location of the structure very difficult. Opik (1968) 
reported a similar pattern in P.vulgaris cotyledons as 
did Whatley (1974) in P.vulgaris primary leaves, 
whilst it was found in P .lunatus axes by Klein and 
Pollock (1968), but not in the cotyledons. Hallam (1972) 
described a comparable association of ER with structures 
he termed "electron lucent bodies" in rye radicle 
primordia, while Yoo (1970) found that ER units 
tended to surround plastids in dry pea embryo radicle.

Whether this alignment with protein body membranes 
was related to the filling of the bodies, or was a 
preparatory step towards transportation of protein 
out of storage during germination is not known.
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Protein accumulation began considerably before align
ment took place which tended to suggest the latter 
function. Aligned ER was principally of the rough 
variety but as electron density faded, it was not 
possible to trace whether this continued to be the 
case throughout maturation.

Parallel alignment of ER as described by Klein 
and Pollock (1968) in P .lunatus axes was not found 
in this study except within the midrib area of maturing 
tissue. Even there it was not as pronounced as that 
represented in the Klein and Pollock paper.

During maturation in the third age group 
examined, mitochondria and proplastids lost clarity 
in electronmicrographs and also apparently regressed 
in internal structure. Both types of organelle became 
rounded, decreased in size, and mitochondrial cristae 
became infrequent. The lamellar structure of the 
proplastids also regressed,although it was not clear 
whether lamellae simply faded in contrast, or 
underwent physical degradation. The apparent vésicu
lation in Fig 2.29 suggests a disruption of lamellae.
As maturation progressed, starch deposits decreased 
within the proplastids until, in mature tissue, they 
were confined to the midrib area and infrequent 
spongy mesophyll proplastids.

Proplastids in the prematuration stage at times 
exhibited projections into vacuolar areas. No references
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have been made in the literature to such structures 
and the possibility that they are artefacts brought 
about during fixation is the most plausible explanation 
of their existence. Attention is drawn to them here 
however for the following reasons. Firstly they were 
observed fairly frequently at this stage in develop
ment but not in other stages, although fixation 
methods remained constant. Overall quality of fixation 
in the sections was good. Secondly they were only ever 
observed in proplastids, never in mitochondria although 
the latter were frequently observed close to vacuoles. 
Thirdly the membranes of both proplastid and vacuole 
appeared intact, and the floccular contents of the 
projections bore similarities to those of the vacuoles. 
From these observations it would seem possible that 
the proplastids were "budding off" some of their 
contents into the vacuoles.

No Golgi bodies were found in maturing primary 
leaf tissue but lipid vesicles proliferated and migrated 
outwards to lie close to the plasmalemma. Lipid vesicles 
have frequently been observed in mature seed tissue 
(Perner 1965; Bain and Mercer,1966a; Klein and Pollock 
1968;Opik,1968;Yoo,1970;Mollenhauer and Totten,1971b; 
Hallam,1972;Whatley,1974). Yoo (1970) tentatively 
suggested that lipid bodies might be associated with 
ER formation in pea radicles during germination but 
this would not explain their position appressed against 
the plasmalemma at maturation. The positioning seems
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widespread and significant. Yoo (1970) also suggested 
that lipid bodies prevented water loss from the cells 
but it seems more likely that they prevent over-rapid 
water uptake during imbibition. This hypothesis will 
be discussed in greater depth in Section IV in the 
context of membrane structure.

Microtubules were observed during the first two 
age groups examined, but not in the third. In contrast 
plasmodesmata were in evidence throughout development 
including the most mature tissue studied where shrinkage 
of cytoplasmic contents away from cell walls may in part 
have been restricted by their existence (Fig 2.34).

The general loss of contrast in electronmicro
graphs as maturation proceeded made most membranes 
difficult to distinguish. Ribosomes were similarly 
affected late in maturation and even protein bodies 
lost density. Loss of contrast has been mentioned 
in other mature seed tissues (e.g.Klein and Pollock,
1968;0pik,1968;Briarty et al,1969; Whatley,1974).
It is not known however whether fixation procedure
affects partially dehydrated tissue in some way, or
whether the changes observed are due to a change
in cytoplasmic composition associated with a cessation
of cellular activity. Certainly fixation may affect
the appearance of protein bodies.Mollenhauer and Totten (1971a)
have shown that standard fixation techniques can
partially or completely extract proteins in germinating
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maize radicle, and that the buffer solution used in 
fixing developing pea seeds can alter the appearance 
of protein bodies.

In this preliminary study the problem of low 
moisture content tissue and fixation technique remained. 
Perner (1965) demonstrated that dry pea seed tissue 
fixed aqueously, differed from osmium vapour fixed 
tissue. When osmium vapour fixation was attempted 
with primary leaf tissue in P.vulgaris the fixative 
was absorbed, but successful embedding and sectioning 
could not be achieved. The tissue became brittle,and 
shattered during thin sectioning. The incorporation 
of an aqueous post-fixative phase overcame sectioning 
problems, but was unsuccessful in as much as the 
resultant micrographs contained little recognisable 
structure. Nuclei were preserved and exhibited a 
similar shape and form to that during development, 
with chromatin aggregates and nucleoli, although 
the latter were perhaps less electron dense. The 
loops of membrane occupying a large proportion of 
the cell area may have been protein bodies but did 
not contain floccular proteinaceous material and 
frequent fragmentation of these and other membranes 
was suggestive of severe rupturing of plasmalemma 
and other cell membrane systems. Vapour fixation was 
abandoned and the examination of desiccation tolerant 
seed tissue was approached by other methods, as 
described in Section IV.



S E C T I O N  III 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INDUCTION 
OF DESICCATION TOLERANCE IN IMMATURE DETACHED 
SEEDS.
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INTRODUCTION 

The acquisition of tolerance to desiccation in 
seeds is not restricted to those maturing naturally 
on the parent plant. It has been reported that detached 
immature pea seeds can be induced to mature early if 
exposed to a period of high humidity between harvest 
and desiccation (Rogerson and Matthews,1977). Artificial 
ripening of Phaseolus vulgaris has also been reported 
(Inoue and Suzuki,1962,Abstr.), although details of the 
procedure were not available in translation. Sakr and 
Mahmoud (1952) found that seeds from peppers, watermelon 
and cantaloupe could be germinated after early harvest, 
but it is not stated whether the seeds were first 
desiccated. Immature ripening and viability after 
desiccation has been achieved in soybean (Adams and 
Rinne, 1981), and also in the cereals rye (Nutman, 1941), 
and wheat (King, 1976). The experiments reported in 
this section were carried out firstly to establish 
whether Phaseolus vulgaris seeds responded similarly 
to pea seeds when exposed to high humidity treatments, 
and the method was then used to examine some of the 
changes which occur as seeds mature in laboratory 
conditions; those conditions being manipulated to 
varying degrees. In this way it was hoped to gain 
some greater understanding of the mechanism by which 
seeds develop the ability to survive desiccation. At 
present, the causative factor(s) in seed maturation 
remain unknown.
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The survival of desiccation is not restricted to 

seeds, and the degree to which it can be tolerated is 
very variable. This has been the subject of a review 
(Bewley,1979). Desiccation tolerance is predominantly 
a feature of primitive plant groups. Many algae and 
lichens are capable of surviving low water contents, 
although in free fungi, tolerance is likely to be 
restricted to reproductive spores. Tolerant bryophytes 
have been the subject of many investigations by the 
author of the review and co-workers, (e.g.Bewley,1972; 
1973; Dhindsa and Bewley,1976a;1976b;1977 ; Bewley and 
Pacey,1978; and Bewley e^ al_ ,1978), while tolerant 
pteridophytes have also received some attention,(e.g. 
Polypodium polypodiodes, Stuart,1968). Desiccation 
tolerance in angiosperme is largely restricted to their 
seeds. Bewley pointed out in his review, (Bewley,1979), 
that it would be advantageous to know whether changes 
which occur during late development in seed tissue are due 
to drying out at maturation, or whether they are "pre
programmed" into development. The maturation of immature 
seeds under controlled conditions provides an opportunity 
to establish the importance of water loss in the develop
ment of desiccation tolerance in the seed.

Bewley (1979) suggested that there were three 
critical abilities which must be achieved if desiccation 
was to be tolerated, namely "the abilities 1 . to limit 
damage during desiccation, 2 . to maintain physiological 
integrity in the dry state so that metabolism can be
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reactivated quickly on rehydration, and 3. to put a 
repair mechanism into effect on rehydration, in 
particular to regain integrity of membranes and membrane- 
bound organelles". The nature of dehydration injury is 
thus an important factor in the study of desiccation 
tolerance. Levitt (1980) has suggested many possible 
types of dehydration injury. Some apply to the mature 
plant structure as a whole, for example the combined 
effects of reduced photosynthetic rate and increased 
respiration rate leading to metabolite starvation in 
some tissues such as roots. Starvation seems an unlikely 
injury to be sustained by seeds with their large reserve 
of metabolites, although it cannot be entirely discounted 
since Levitt implied that translocation and diffusion 
defects, perhaps due to increased cytoplasmic viscosity, 
might cause local starvation (Levitt,1980) . It is 
possible that mechanical stress may cause direct injury 
during dehydration, when rigid cell walls and large 
vacuoles may lead to membrane and cytoplasmic rupture 
as cells contract during water loss (Iljin,1957). Again 
such injury is unlikely in seeds since their cell walls 
usually remain thin(at least in the embryo axis), and 
their vacuoles are small and often filled with solid 
material which would presumably help to prevent cell 
collapse. The types of injury sustained by dehydration 
in unripe seeds are probably caused by a combination 
of metabolic disturbances and membrane damage. The
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equilibrium between protein synthesis and hydrolysis
is thought to be disturbed in favour of the latter in
water stressed tissues, which in turn may lead to an
accumulation of toxic products of protein breakdown,
such as NH3 . Injury may be a combined effect of protein
deficit and toxin accumulation (Levitt,1980). If seeds
are dehydrated prematurely, whilst cellular activity
is high, their enzymes and other proteins may be developed
in such a way that reconstitution cannot take place
on rehydration. Of particular interest is the type of
injury sustained by membranes during dehydration,
since tolerant seeds are able to retain much higher
proportions of electrolytes on rehydration than intolerant
seeds. Dehydration of cells must naturally lead to
concentration of solutes within them, which can inflict

9+damage such as the displacement of Ca from membranes 
by K^, bringing about weakness (Palta e;t 1978) . If
plant cells are to avoid such damage, they may do so by 
way of mechanisms which regulate the distribution o£ 
solutes intracellularly. A similar dehydration problem 
is to be found in salt-tolerant species, or halophytes, 
where if turgor is to be maintained, cells must contain 
an unusually high proportion of solutes to balance those 
in their natural habitats. Much work has been done on the 
nature of salt tolerance in halophytes and it has been 
the subject of a review (Flowers e^ 1977). These 
authors pointed out that current evidence suggested 
a compartmentalisation of inorganic ions within vacuoles
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of tolerant cells, with a corresponding increase of 
non-toxic organic solutes in the cytoplasm to maintain 
an osmoregulatory balance. Increases in many organic 
compounds have been found in various halophytic organisms 
(listed by Flowers e;t ab, 1977), but one of the most 
commonly noted compounds was the imino acid, proline. 
Stewart and Lee (1974), showed that proline was not 
inhibitory to enzymes activity in vitro, even at fairly 
high levels, and was therefore unlikely to be toxic 
in the cytoplasm. Proline was also found to increase 
during water stress in some glycophytes, or salt 
sensitive species (Barnett and Naylor, 1966; Singh et al_ 
1973 ; 1973a; 1973Jd ) , and to protect Zea mays cultures 
from cryoinjury when added prior to freezing (Withers 
and King, 1979). An equivalent osmoregulatory role 
has been implicated in both cases. If proline concent
rations were found to increase in developing seeds, 
there would be evidence for osmoprotection in maturing 
seeds.

The leakage of solutes from seeds has long been 
known and has been a cause of concern to growers since 
it is thought to encourage pathogens to attack seeds 
and seedlings (Schroth and Cook, 1964). Extensive work 
has been done on the content and extent of leachates from 
seeds and two reviews have been devoted to the topic 
(Simon, 1974;Matthews,1977). Such leakage is thought 
to be a result of membrane disruption at low water 
content (Simon,1974;1978), when phospholipids in
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membranes cannot maintain a structural bilayer. Re
constitution of the bilayer is required to re-establish 
membrane integrity on rewetting, and the time required 
is thought to be dependent on the spatial separation 
of component parts as affected by degree of dryness 
and other contributing factors. It has been shown that 
seeds of poor field quality have a tendency to release 
more electrolytes than do healthy seeds (Schroth and 
Cook,1964; Takayanagi and Murakami ,1968;1969;Bradnock 
and Matthews,1970). Measuring electrolyte leakage from 
seeds is an established method of assessing their 
quality. In the present work, potassium was selected 
as the inorganic ion to trace in seed leakage as it 
is an important component of plant tissue (Evans and 
Sorger,1966). Soluble sugars were also of interest in 
seed exudate as they have been suggested as a method 
of determining seed viability (Takayanagi and Murakami, 
1969), since like total conductivity of steep water, 
they tend to leach in low amounts from viable seed 
and in large amounts from non-viable seed. Soluble 
sugars, or at least a decline in their availability, 
have also been cited as a possible causative factor 
in maturation (Rogerson and Matthews, 1977).

It is unknown whether seed maturation is an 
active or a passive process. It has been suggested 
that a decline in physiological activity is required 
if seeds are to survive desiccation (Klein and Pollock, 
1968; Matthews, 1973;Rogerson and Matthews,1977),
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and claimed that the prerequisite decline results from 
a fall in respiratory substrate, (Rogerson and Matthews, 
1977). This infers a passive acquisition of tolerance. 
However it is possible that desiccation tolerance 
may be acquired by an active physiological process 
which then causes a decline in activity. The capability 
for control of the environment during artificially 
induced seed ripening is used in the present section 
to investigate the possibility that active, energy 
dependent processes may be involved in seed ripening, 
rather than passive changes.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Controlled humidity chambers
The treatment chambers illustrated in Figs.3.1 

and 3.2 were designed to expose material to a variety 
of drying conditions which, unlike vacuum desiccator 
treatment, provided an adequate air supply. It was 
not intended that specific humidities should be 
maintained within the chambers; indeed manipulation 
of temperature in section 3.3 rendered this impossible 
to achieve. Removal of the lids at intervals also 
upset the internal humidity balance. By varying the contents 
of the drying trays however, it was possible to produce 
differing drying rates in a range of seed material 
(Figs 3.3,A and B). The drying agents used and the 
humidity they would give a closed environment at 2o°C 
are given in Table 3.1. Only dry Ca CI2 granules and 
water are illustrated in Fig 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.
Table 3.1. Drying agents used in treatment chambers.

Agent Relative Humidity rendered
at 2o°C in a closed environment

Dry CaCl2 granules 0 %
Saturated CaCl2 solution

(aqueous) 32%
Saturated NaClOg solution

(aqueous) 75%
Water 100%

It should be noted that in the text and in all 
figures the R.H. values at 2o°C have been used to label 
treatments for ease of identification, but it should be 
understood that these values may not have prevailed 
throughout experimentation.



Figs.3.1 and 3.2 Controlled humidity chambers used to 
examine the effects of different drying rates on 
P.vulgaris seeds.
Fig. 3.1. Rapid desiccation over CaCl2 granules
Fig. 3.2. High humidity treatment in water saturated air.
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Chamber Construction

Each chamber was built in the following manner.
An open box of lOmm birch plywood measuring 55cm by 
45cm by 11cm was constructed, and painted with three 
coats of polyurethane varnish to minimise any water 
absorption by the wood itself. A block of 2.5cm wood, 
similarly varnished, was placed at each corner to 
support the wire specimen tray, and two 36.5cm by 23cm 
unpierced plastic seed trays were placed in each box 
as vessels to hold the drying agents. With liquid 
agents, strips of blotting paper were placed around 
the edges of the seed trays to act as wicks and increase 
the evaporative/absorptive surface area. A galvanised 
wire tray, (mesh 7mm ) was supported by the blocks and 
individual specimen baskets measuring 8 cm by 1 2 cm made 
from the same galvanised wire were placed on the tray.
It was found necessary, with small seeds in particular, 
to line these specimen baskets with a single thickness 
of muslin when drying was in progress to prevent the 
seeds from dropping through the mesh. Muslin was not 
used in the 100% R.H. treatment chamber as it was found 
to provide the seeds with enough water in these cond
itions for some of them to germinate during treatment.

The upper edge of the wooden box was lined with 
13mm insulating foam strip. A perspex lid was fitted 
by means of eight wing nuts secured on bolts embedded 
in the wooden box. Careful adjustment of these nuts 
was necessary to keep the lid flat as high humidity
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caused expansion of the perspex, and low humidity 
caused shrinkage. This resulted in warping of the 
lid either upwards or downwards depending on the 
comparative humidities inside and outside the chamber.,

A positive pressure air supply was produced by 
means of a small bench pump supplying two tubes entering 
one end of the box, smoke tests having demonstrated 
that this produced an adequate circulation of air 
which escaped through the foam insulation on all sides 
of the box. The humidity of the incoming air supply 
was adjusted to match that inside each chamber by 
passing it through a gas drying jar containing the 
same drying agent as the trays in the box. A small 
relative humidity meter was taped inside the lid of 
each chamber to give an approximate monitoring of the 
humidity to which material was being subjected.
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3.1. Effect of treatment at different humidities on 

seed germinability and other factorsT
i ) Seed production and treatment
Seeds were produced and harvested at a range of

ages as described in Section I . Each age was grouped
into four replicates of 1 0  seeds for each treatment,
v&ghed and placed in specimen baskets in the treatment
chambers. Four relative humidities were used in this
initial experiment as described in "Controlled humidity
chambers" (this section). Seeds were treated for 5 days
at ambient temperature with daily weight monitoring,
and all seeds were then placed in the 0% R.H. rapid
drying chamber for 5 days. Intact pods were also treated
in two of the treatment chambers - 100% R.H. and 0% R.H.
Eight pods of each age treated were colour coded and
placed on the specimen tray of each of the two chambers.
It was impossible to measure the initial fresh weight
of the seeds, but they were weighed after treatment and
before rapid drying. Their original fresh weight was
assumed to be close to the average weight of similarly
aged seeds being treated in isolation from pod tissue.

Germination counts were subsequently made on all
treated seed groups and a dry weight assessment was
carried out on the resultant seedlings after 14 days
in the growth cabinet. These measurements were made as
described in Section I.
ii) Chlorophyll content of seeds

Casual observation suggests that natural maturation
involves a loss of chlorophyll in P.vulgaris seeds. Tests
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were therefore made on treated and untreated seeds of 
varying ages to estimate their chlorophyll content. 
Chlorophyll was extracted by grinding dry seed samples 
to a powder and mixing five replicate O.lg samples 
each with 2cm^ 80% acetone on a "whirlimix". The 
extraction was carried out for 8 days at 4^C in the 
dark, each tube being stirred daily for 2 mins. The 
extractions were then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15 
mins, decanted, and the supernatant was made up to the 
original volume before readings were made in a Pye 
Unicam SP 600 spectrophotometer at 645 nm and 663 nm. 
Chlorophyll content was calculated from the readings 
by use of Arnon's formula (1949).
iii) Proline content of seeds

Levels of proline in treated and untreated seeds 
of varying ages were estimated. Only 100% R.H. treated 
seeds were investigated and all seed material had been 
desiccated before extraction took place. A modified 
version of Bates (1973) extraction technique was employed. 
Seeds were powdered and O.lg samples were extracted in 
10 cm^ 3% sulphosalicylic acid for 3o mins, the mixture 
being stirred for 1 0  secs at the start, 1 0  mins and 
2 omins into extraction on a"whirlimix" electric stirrer. 
All extractions were then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 
5 mins. The proline assay then followed the method 
of Bates with the final absorbance reading being made 
at 520 nm in a Pye Unicam SP600 spectrophotometer 
against a toluene blank.
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When ambiguous results arose, and there was a 

noticeable visual difference in colour between the 
standard curve extracts, and the test extracts,some 
samples were run through a Pye Unicam SP1800 ultra
violet spectrophotometer to examine readings over a 
wider range of wavelengths, and establish the wave
lengths of the colour differences observed.
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3.2. Time course of acquired early ger mi liability 

seeds treated at high humidity.
i ) Seed production and treatment
Seeds were produced and hrvested as described 

in Section 1.1 but several ages were bulked together 
to generate a large population for experimentation.
These seeds had an average age of 27.5 days - 3.5days. 
None of the seeds were capable of surviving desiccation 
before treatment.

To ensure as little disruption to humidity 
treatment as possible, the initial population was divided 
randomly into three lots and treated in three separate 
100% R.H. chambers. Sampling then proceeded in rotation 
from these chambers and in this way each chamber was 
opened only twice in the first 24 hour period when 
sampling was four hourly, and only once in each sub
sequent 24hr period when sampling was eight hourly 
until treatment ceased 12o hrs after it began. The 
chambers were maintained at 2l°C t, 1°C for the duration 
of the experiment. Seeds were removed at intervals 
from the chambers and treated in a variety of ways. 
Samples were fixed immediately for electron microscopy, 
the results of which comprise Section IV. Further 
samples were rapidly desiccated in the 0% R.H. chambers 
for five days for subsequent use in germination tests 
and electrolyte leakage studies. Some seeds were used 
for electrolyte leakage estimation immediately, in the 
fresh condition. Storage of dried seeds was in envelopes 
in the laboratory, in a dark cupboard.
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A time course was also drawn up for the leakage 

of electrolytes from seeds dried for between 4 and 24hrs 
in the 0% R.H. chamber both before and after 5 days 
treatment in the 100% R.H. chanber.

ii) Conductivity measurements of 
leached eletrolytes

Seeds were individually weighed before each was 
immersed for 24hrs in 2ocm^ deionised water in covered 
specimen tubes. They were held at 2o^C in an incubator 
during the 24hr leaching period. They were then removed, 
reweighed, and stored in plastic boxes in a deep freeze 
for future leakage work. After deep freeze treatment, 
some seed samples were recycled through the leachate 
process to establish the proportions of electrolytes 
left in them after leachate tests.It was assumed that 
freezer treatment killed any living seed material, 
therefore releasing all free electrolytes for measure
ment. The conductivity of the steep water was measured 
using a Portland Electronics Ltd P310 Conductivity 
meter with glass dip platinum electrode, and the steep 
water was then bulked in plastic bottles at 4°C for 
later analysis. Two drops of toluene were added to 
each bottle to inhibit contaminating micro-organisms 
during storage. Since seeds were at times leached fresh 
and subsequently used for further investigations, 
dry weights were not always available and results 
are therefore expressed per unit imbibed weight at 
the end of leakage treatment. While this was not con
sidered wholly satisfactory, particularly since non-
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viable seeds tended to absorb water through the seed 
coat, but not absorb all such water into the embryonic 
tissue, it was an attempt to provide a standardised unit 
making both fresh and desiccated seed sample results 
comparable.

iii) Analysis of leachates
When leaching of electrolyte was tested, the 

steep water was retained and analysed for potassium 
ion and soluble sugar concentrations. Water soluble 
amino acid concentration was also determined in some 
cases. Potassium ion concentration was determined by 
the method of O'Neill and Webb (1970) using an Eel 
Model 100 flame photometer. Soluble sugar concentration 
was determined by the method of Loewus (1952), and 
the amino acid assay was by the method of Moore and 
Stein (1948), using D L Leucine to produce a calibration 
curve.

iv) Germination tests
Germinability was measured as described in Sectionl. 

Only germination counts were made. No attempts to assess 
seedling development were carried out on this seed 
population.
3.3 Effect of temperature on artificial ripening of seeds

Seeds with an average age of 29 days - 1 day, were 
randomly distributed in 100% R.H. treatment chambers 
at 15°C, 25°C and 3o°C. Samples were removed daily 
from each chamber and dried rapidly in a o% R.H. 
chamber at 25^0 for five days. These seeds were then
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used either for leaching experiments by the method 
described in 3.2, or for germination counts as 
described in Section 1. In addition, samples of 
seeds were removed daily from the chambers at 15°C 
and 3o°C, and transferred to the 25®C 100% R.H.chamber 
for a further period of treatment. These double 
temperature regime treatments were additively of five 
or ten days duration for example, seeds treated for three 
days at 15°C received a further two days at 25°C before 
drying, and seeds treated for six days received four 
days secondary treatment before drying. Details of 
treatments are given in Table 3.2. Samples of unopened 
pods were also treated in each of the temperature 
chambers for five days before removal of the seeds 
for rapid desiccation.
3.4. Effect of light on artificial ripening of seeds

Seeds from the same population as those in 3.3 
above were used to test the effect of light on the 
artificial ripening process. A group of seeds was 
placed in a 100% R.H. chamber at 25°C which was covered 
with a double thickness of "blackout" curtain material. 
Samples were removed daily and desiccated for five days 
in a 0% R.H. chamber before being used for germination 
and leaching tests.
3.5. Effect of an oxygen-free atmosphere on 

artificial ripening of seeds
A 100% R.H.chamber was converted to provide 

anaerobic conditions by fitting it with a compressed 
nitrogen cylinder in place of the conventional bench 
pump. Nitrogen was allowed to flow into the chamber
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at approximately the same rate as air would have been 
pumped in by the bench pump. (This was estimated by 
the rate of flow of the gas bubbles in the gas drying 
jar which in this case held water.) The anaerobic 
conditions chanber was maintained at 25®C. Seeds from 
the population described in 3.3 above were placed in 
the nitrogen chamber, and samples were transferred daily 
into an air filled 100% R.H.chamber for totals of five 
and ten days for the combined treatments. The pattern of 
treatment is shown in Fig.3.4. After rapid desiccation 
the seeds were used for leaching experiments.

Table 3.2. Experimental design to investigate 
the effect of varying temperature regimes on 
artificial ripening. Seeds were exposed for 
varying lengths of time to either 15^0 or 30°C 
before being transferred to 25^0 for the remainder 
of a 5 day or 10 day period, followed by rapid 
desiccation.
Length of treatment (days) at each temperature.

Total
5

Days

Total
10

days

15QÇ
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10

250C
4
3 
2 

1
5
4 
3 
2 
1 
O

30^0
1
2
3
4
5

25°C
4 
3 
2

_ 1
5

10 O
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A sample of intact pods was also treated for five days 
in the nitrogen chamber before desiccation, and 
germination and leaching tests.
3.6. Effect of removal of parts of the parent plant

on ripening.
A group of plants with pods developing from flowers 

all with the same opening date were selected and randomly 
divided into six treatment groups. All plants were left 
undisturbed in the glasshouse until 30 days after anthesis 
of their common flowering nodes. The six groups were 
then treated by excising different parts of the parent 
plant and supplying water to the remaining parts where 
the route from the roots to pod had been severed. The 
excision treatments are outlined in Table 3.3. All 
treatment plants were left in the glasshouse under 
normal conditions for 6 days before seeds were harvested 
and tested for germination and electrolyte leakage as 
previously described.

Table 3.3. Experimental treatments of excising 
different amounts of parent plant tissue from 
ripening pods. Parent plant tissue was excised 
at 30 days after anthesis and seeds were harvested 
six days later.

Parent tissues removed.
Group A. None

B. Excess pods
c. Entire plant other than pod
D. Leaves,roots and excess pods
E. Leaves and excess pods

F. Roots and excess pods
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RESULTS

3.1. Effect of treatment at different humidities 
on seed germination and other factors
i ) Germination and seedling growth

The loss of fresh weight of seeds during initial 
treatment in the drying chambers was monitored, and 
selected fresh weight curves are presented in Fig.3.3.
In 28 day old seeds (Fig.3.3A) a large proportion of 
water loss took place within the first 24hrs of treat
ment in the 0% R.H. chanber and treatment in the 32%
R.H. chamber was almost as severe, although more frequent 
measurements may have shown a greater distinction be 
tween these treatments. In the 7 5% R.H. chamber it took 
three days to lower the moisture content of the seeds to 
that approaching "dryness" and water loss in the 100% R.H. 
chanber was very much less. The pattern of moisture loss 
by older seeds (35 days) showed a greater difference 
between the 0% and 32% R.H. chambers (Fig.3.3B), the 
higher humidity inducing less rapid drying than with 
the younger seeds. Seeds in the 75% R.H.chamber also 
took longer to drop in moisture content, and the high 
humidity in the 100% R.H.chamber caused only a small 
drop in fresh weight.

The germination figures for treated seeds are presented 
in Figs. 3.5 - 3.7 and Table 3.4. Figs.3.5 and 3.6 show 
germination after 0% R.H. and 100% R.H. treatments 
respectively, and are presented separately to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of high humidity treatment on



Fig.3.5. Germination of seeds detached from the parent 
plant at various times during development and dried
rapidly over Ca CI2 in treatment chamber. The ages of 
seeds at the beginning of treatment are expressed in days 
after anthesis. Sample size - 2o seeds. Germination 
assessed after 14 days.

Fig.3.6 . Germination of seeds detached from the parent 
plant at various times during development and treated for five 
days at approximately 100% R.H.. before rapid drying over 
Ca CI2 . The ages of seeds at the beginning of the treatment 
period are expressed in days after anthesis. Sample size - 
20 seeds. Germination assessed after 14 days.
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Fig.3.7. Germination of seeds detached from the parent 
plant at various times during development, and dried 
at different rates for five days before rapid drying over 
Ca CI2 . Approximate R.H. of treatment chambers :- • 0%^
A 32%, o 75% and A 100%. Sample size:- 2o seeds. 

Germination assessed after 14 days.

Fig.3.8 . Growth curves of seeds expressed as desiccated 
weight of seeds maturing naturally on parent plant (□) 
and seeds treated for five days at approximately 1 0 0 % 
R.H. intact in their pods in treatment chamber ( ■ ). 
Sample size:- 3 5 - 4 0  seeds.
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prematurely harvested seeds. Young seeds were capable 
of little or no germination after rapid drying, their 
natural tolerance of desiccation appearing only towards 
the end of the age range examined. Even 37 days after 
anthesis the seeds did not give 1 0 0 % germination after 
rapid drying. Treatment of seeds of the same age in 
high humidity produced seeds highly tolerant to 
desiccation with high germination counts even in the 
youngest seeds tested (24 days). Germination was never 
below 80% in any of the seed ages examined. A later study 
found that even 2 o day old seeds were capable of 6 0 % 
germination if treated at high humidity for five days 
before rapid drying over Ca CI2 , although the seedlings 
which developed from them were very small (Figs 3.9 and 3.10).

A composite of all germination figures from seeds 
treated at four separate relative humidities before 
drying is presented in Fig.3.7. It can be seen that 
increasing rapidity of drying caused proportional 
depression of germination. Irrespective of the age 
of the seed, germination values for seeds treated 
at 32% R.H. and 75% R.H. were higher than for 0%
R.H.treated seed and lower than for seed treated 
at 100% R.H. In addition, seed treated at 32% R.H. 
showed lower germination than those treated at 75%
R.H.

Seeds treated in their pods at 0% R.H. and 
100% R.H. before being rapidly desiccated and set 
to germinate achieved a 1 0 0% germination rate irrespective 
of their age and humidity treatment. (Tatlt3.4")
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Table 3.4. Effect of Incubation of seeds in intact 
detached pods on subsequent germinability. Pods 
removed from parent plants at various stages of maturity 
were incubated for five days at 0% R.H. or 100% R.H. 
before the seeds were removed and rapidly dried over 
Ca Cl2 . Germinability of seeds detached from the pods 
before treatment is shown for comparison.

Age at harvest Percentage Germination
(days after anthesis) 0%R.H.treatment 100%R.H.treatment

Pods seeds Pods Seeds
28 100 0 100 100
29 100 0 100 100
30 100 5 100 85
31 100 5 loo 100
34 100 20 loo 100
35 100 45 loo 100
36 100 40 100 95
37 100 80 loo 100

There was some evidence that the younger seeds 
treated in their pods increased in dry weight during 
treatment. Their desiccated weights after treatment were 
similar to the desiccated weights of seeds five days 
older. This was true of seeds treated in their pods 
after larvest at 28 - 31 days old, but not of seeds 
harvested at 34 - 37 days old (Fig.3.8 ).

The axis dry weight achieved by seedlings from 
seeds treated at 100% R.H. after 14 days growth in the 
growth cabinet following rapid desiccation show a strong 
positive correlation between seed age at time of harvest 
and axis dry weight (Fig.3.9, r = 0.979). The correlation



Fig, 3.9. Seedling axis dry weight 14 days after germination, 
of seeds detached from the parent plant at various times 
during development and treated at 100% R.H. for five days 
before rapid desiccation. Correlation coefficient r = 0.979.

Fig.3.10. Seedling axis dry weight 14 days after germination, 
of seeds of various sizes detached from the parent plant 
at various times during development and treated at 100% R.H. 
for five days before rapid desiccation. Correlation 
coefficient r = 0.956.
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was maintained when desiccation seed weight was plotted 
against axis dry weight after 14 days growth (Fig.3.10, 
r = 0.956).

ii) Chlorophyll content of seeds
Chlorophyll extractions were made from seeds treated 

for 5 days at 100% R.H. and then rapidly dried, and were 
compared with seeds harvested at the same age, but dried 
immediately with no further treatment (Table 3.5). The 
youngest seeds had the highest chlorophyll content and 
this declined as the seeds became older. Treatment at 
high humidity caused an almost total loss of chlorophyll 
from the seed and comparison of 24 day and 29 day values 
suggests that more chlorophyll was lost from the youngest 
seeds during treatment than would have been the case had 
they remained on the parent plant.

Table 3.5. Chlorophyll extracted from ground dried 
seed tissue of different ages which were not treated 
before desiccation compared with seeds of the same 
ages,but treated for five days at high humidity 
before rapid desiccation. Extraction was in 80% 
acetone at 4°C for seven days.

Chlorophyll content (jjg/g dry weight of seed tissue) .
Seed Age Untreated before desiccation Treated at high

humidity before 
rapid desiccation

24 27 5
28 2 0  O
29 18 O
30 15 O
34 2 O
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These preliminary results suggest that some 
changes normally associated with ripening, namely the 
loss of seed chlorophyll, also occur in the high humidity 
chamber. However some caution is needed in the interpre
tation of these data. The quantity of chlorophyll extracted 
from any dried seed was low and conditions were not ideal 
for chlorophyll extraction. The seeds were kept at ambient 
temperature in paper envelopes for a period of some weeks 
before extraction took place, and although stored in the 
dark, some degradation may have taken place in storage.
The drying process also appears to have affected the 
content of extractable chlorophyll considerably. When 
fresh seeds were extracted, they were found to contain 34 
^ g  chlorophyll/g fresh weight. Dry weight of these seeds 
was not established but they were taken from a population 
with an age of 28 days and an average desiccated weight 
of 0.138g/seed, which suggests that fresh seeds contained 
about 132.8 p q  chlorophyll/g desiccated weight. This was 
a much larger calculated figure than the 20jag chlorophyll/g 
desiccated weight extracted from dry seeds of the same age.

iii) Proline Content of Seeds
When proline was extracted from dried seeds which 

had been treated at high humidity or were untreated 
before desiccation, no distinct pattern emerged (Fig.3.11). 
There was no indication that proline was accumulated in 
treated seeds or that it accumulated as seeds aged naturally. 
On the contrary, proline levels seemed to be declining 
to some degree. The proline extractions were hampered 
by a contaminant. All the extracts gave a much bluer



Fig.3.11. Proline content of seeds detached from the 
parent plant at various times during development and 
either treated for five days at 0% R.H. (■), or for 
five days at 100% R.H. followed by five days at 0% R.H. 

( □ ) .

Fig.3.12. Absorption spectra of the acid ninhydrin product 
formed after reaction with dry seed extract (A), and seed 
extract to which was added 0.025mg cm proline (B).
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ninhydrin product than the pure proline calibration 
solutions which gave pink/purple ninhydrin colours.
As a result of this irregularity, the absorption 
spectrum of the ninhydrin product was scanned and a 
large peak was found at 580nm (Fig.3.12 curve A).
Since the proline assay required readings at 520nm, 
it was considered possible that the contamination 
might mask differences in proline content between 
extracts. In order to investigate the possibility,
0 . 1  mg proline was added to a pure ground seed powder 
before extraction and a second scan was made over 
the appropriate wavelengths. The results (Curve B 
Fig.3.12) showed that proline could be detected even 
in the presence of the material reading at 580nm. It 
was therefore concluded that proline accumulation 
does not occur in these seeds.

The rature of the material interfering with 
the proline determination is not known but there was 
some visual evidence to suggest that this material 
may have increased during ripening of the seeds.
3.2 Time course of acquired germinability in seeds 

treated at high humidity.
i) Germination
A population of seeds with an average age of 28 

days (- 3 days) was exposed for varying lengths of time 
to high humidity treatment before rapid desiccation. 
Seeds treated for less than 60 hrs at high humidity 
were not capable of germination after rapid drying.
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but desiccation tolerance became increasingly evident 
after 72hrs of treatment (Fig 3,13), and gradually 
increased with increasing treatment time, reaching 
a maximum of 70% at the termination of the experiment 
after l2o hrs. Changes in ultrastructure also occurred 
during the same period and these are described fully 
in Section IV.

ii) Electrolyte retention
The ability of the seeds in this experiment to 

retain electrolytes was assessed by measuring the con
ductivity of water in which they were steeped for 24hrs 
(Fig.3.14). Seeds which had been desiccated always 
released more electrolytes than those which were not subject 
to drying and over the first 48hrs of treatment, leakage 
from these fresh seeds declined to a low level which 
remained low although there was a very gradual rise 
until treatment ended. The leakage from seeds removed 
at intervals from the high humidity treatment and 
rapidly desiccated declined steadily with increasing 
time of treatment before desiccation (Fig.3.14). How
ever the leakage from these seeds was considerably 
greater than from the fresh seeds, even after 1 2 0 hrs 
high humidity treatment.

The total free electrolyte of the desiccated 
seeds was estimated by freezing and releaching the 
same seeds after the first electrolyte measurements 
had been made. Similar quantities of electrolyte were 
released by all seeds when prefreezing and postfreezing 
values were summated (Table 3.6).



Fig.3.13. Germination of immature (27.5 days) seeds 
after various periods of treatment at high humidity followed 
by rapid desiccation. Sample size-20 seeds. Germination 
assessed after 14 days.

Fig.3.14. Effects of high humidity treatment on the ability 
of immature (27.5 day) seeds to retain electrolytes during 
24 hr steeping. Seeds were treated at high humidity for 
various periods of time and then either leached immediately 
(o) or after rapid desiccation (•) Each point represents a 
mean of 10 seeds measured individually. Standard errors 
represented by vertical bars unless covered by symbols.
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Table 3.6. Effect of high humidity treatment of immature 

(28 day) seeds on the proportion of total electro
lytes retained during leaching following rapid 
desiccation. Individual seeds (10 per sample) were 
soaked for 24hrs to determine electrolyte leakage, 
then frozen at -12°c and re-soaked to measure 
residual electrolytes.

Duration of high Electrolyte leakage after soaking
, . . . for 24hrs as measured by conductivityhumidity treatment ^ , ,  - 1 . n.n ^of steep water (>umho g ■*- imbibed wt)

desiccation (hrs)
After
desiccation SE .

A fter 
Freezing. SE. Total

24 824.7 ± 54.6 142.2 - 9.2 966.9
48 719.3 40.0 162.4 10.9 881.7
72 601.0 45.3 267.2 2 2 . 8 8 6 8 . 2

80 574.2 96.7 339.6 58.4 913 .8
104 463 .2 64.4 348.2 50.9 811.4
1 2 0 391.8 67.4 402.7 140.8 794.5

Since desiccated seeds showed less ability to retain 

electrolytes than fresh seeds, the change in electrolyte 

retention during seed drying was monitored in detail using 

both untreated seeds, and seeds which had been treated at 

high humidity for five days. Seeds were removed from the 

rapid desiccation chamber at intervals over the first 24hrs 

of rapid drying. Seeds which had received no high humidity 

treatment began leaching electrolytes after 8 hrs of 

drying, and as drying proceeded, leaching increased 

rapidly (Fig.3.15). Seeds pre-treated for five days 

at high humidity however, showed a low leaching rate 

even after 1 2 hrs drying, and with longer drying periods, 

leaching of electrolytes increased more slowly than in 

untreated seeds (Fig.3.15) .



Fig.3.15. Effects of progressive desiccation on the ability 
of immature (27.5 day) seeds to retain electrolytes during 
24 hr steeping. Seeds were either used fresh (o) or after 
5 days treatment at high humidity (•) and desiccated for 
various times before leaching. Each point represents a mean 
of 10 seeds measured individually. Standard error shown by 
vertical bars.

Fig.3.16. Effects of desiccation on seed weight of seeds 
used for measurement of electrolyte retention during 
desiccation in Fig.3.15. Sample size 10 seeds. Standard 
error shown by vertical bars.
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By the end of 24hrs drying, treated seeds released 
only approximately one third of the quantity of 
electrolytes released by untreated seeds after the 
same drying period. The untreated seeds were releasing 
a similar amount of electrolyte to the estimated total 
free electrolyte in any of the seeds as established 
by freezing and releaching seeds after varied lengths 
of treatment (cf Fig. 3.15 and Table 3.6).

Since the differences in leakage from untreated 
and high humidity treated seeds was so marked during 
desiccation, their drying rates were monitored to 
establish whether different rates of drying could be 
the cause of the differing patterns of leakage of 
electrolytes. Weight loss was estimated by measuring 
fresh weight after different drying periods, but no 
difference in drying rate was found (Fig 3.16). Weight 
was lost from treated and untreated seeds at the same 
rate and in both cases the loss was biphasic with a 
rapid loss over the first 1 2 hrs, followed by a slower 
loss over the second 12 hrs (Fig.3.16). The differences 
in leakage of electrolyte were therefore not related to 
differences in the pattern of drying.

Conductivity measurements on steep water from seeds 
taken at difference ages and desiccated without further 
treatment showed that electrolyte leakage after desiccation 
declines with increasing age during natural maturation 
(Fig.3.17). However comparison with the changes in 
electrolyte leakage induced in detached seeds suggests
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that the decline was more rapid in treated seeds 
than would have been the case had they remained on 
the parent plant. Thus 28 day old seeds after five 
days of treatment gave conductivity readings of 
approximately 400 jumho g”^ imbibed weight, while 
seeds five days older than harvest age which were 
allowed to continue development on the parent plant 
would still have been producing levels of electrolytes 
in steep water of almost twice this figure (cf Figs. 
3.14 and 3.17).

Potassium analysis of steep water showed that 
the quantities of this ion released into steep water 
followed the same decline as did conductivity readings 
from seeds treated at high humidity before desiccation 
and soaking (Fig.3.18). The upper curve in Fig.3.18 
represents potassium ion concentrations in the same 
steep water for which conductivity readings are shown 
in Fig.3.14 (upper curve). The potassium leached from 
fresh seeds is also recorded in Fig.3.18 and shows a 
steady, if extremely slow decline until 72 hrs after 
the start of treatment, when the curve levelled out.

The same steep water from desiccated seeds was 
analysed for soluble sugars and amino acids (Fig.3.19). 
Although irregular, the amino acid curve showed a 
decline of similar proportions to the potassium curve 
but the decline in soluble sugars was much less (Fig. 
3.19). Soluble sugars continued to leach from seeds 
even if they received a long treatment at high humidity 
before desiccation.



Fig. 3.18. Effect of high humidity treatment on the 
ability of immature (27.5 day) seeds to retain potassium 
during 24hr steeping. Seeds were treated at high humidity 
for various periods of time and then either leached 
immediately (o) or after rapid desiccation (•). Each point 
is based on the bulked steep water from 1 0  seeds leached 
separately.

Fig. 3.19. Effect of high humidity treatment on the ability 
of immature seeds to retain sugars (^) and amino acids (a ) 

during 24hr steeping. Seeds were treated at high humidity 
for various periods of time before rapid desiccation and 
leaching. Each point is based on the bulk steep water from 
1 0  seeds leached separately.
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3.3. Effect of temperature on artificial ripening of seeds.

A preliminary study had indicated that no germination

took place in seeds artificially ripened at high humidity 

at 10°c even if treatment v/as extended to seven days. 

Germination of seeds ripened at 15,25 and 30°C for varying 

lengths of time before desiccation is shown in Fig.3.20. 

Maximum germination was reached at 25 and 30°C after two days 

of treatment, whereas four days was required at 15°C.

When seeds were transferred from 15 and 30°C treatments 

to 25°C at daily intervals, and held there until total 

treatment time was five or ten days, maximum germination 

subsequent to desiccation occurred in all cases.

The pattern of total electrolyte leakage, and 

those for soluble sugars and potassium when measured 

separately were consistent with the results of the 

germination experiment (Figs.3.21 - 3.23) . The declining 

curves for seeds treated at 25°C and 30°C were similar, 

while those for 15°C treatment declined a little more 

slowly. The differences between the temperature treat

ments were most apparent after a period of two days 

treatment. The decrease in leakiness was calculated as a 

percentage decrease at each temperature over two days by 

means of the following formula

% decrease in Initial leakiness - leakiness
= after 2 days 1 0 0 ^  — —  %leakiness Initial loss 1
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By using the resultant values for total conductivity, 
soluble sugars and potassium, Qlo values were calculated 
for the temperature differences between 15 - 25®C and 
25 - 3o°C and are shown in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7. QIO values for changes in leakiness at 
different temperatures after 2 days high humidity 
treatments followed by rapid desiccation.
Temperature range (°c) Conductivity Soluble Potassium

_______________ Sugars __________
15 - 25 2.26 1.75 ‘ 6.00
25 - 30 2.46 2.50 2.66

With the exception of the high QlO value for 
potassium leakiness between 15 and 25°C, all the QIO 
values approximate to a value of2-l-5indicating a sub
stantially increased sensitivity to desiccation with 
decreased temperature after two days high humidity 
treatment.

Since the dual temperature treatments yielded 
only tolerant seeds, electrolyte measurements for these 
seeds are not presented. This is also true of seeds 
treated in their pods at different temperatures for 
five days.
3.4. Effect of Light on artificial ripening of seeds.

Seeds treated at 100% R.H. in the dark at 25^0 
yielded germination results very similar to those in 
lit treatment chambers. When treated for one day before 
desiccation, 3 5% germination was achieved, while longer 
treatments resulted in fully tolerant seeds. It was 
therefore assumed that the presence or absence of light 
had no effect on the ripening process.



Fig.3.2o. Germination of immature (29day) seeds treated 
for various periods of time at high humidity at three 
different temperatures before desiccation : 15°C o, 25^C A,
3o°C Germination tests on 2o seeds.

Fig.3.21. Electrolyte leakage from immature (29 day) seeds 
treated for various periods of time at high humidity at 
three different temperatures before desiccation : 15°C o ,
25°C A , 3o°C #. Steep water conductivity measured after 
24hrs. Each point is a mean of 10 seeds measured individually 
Standard errors represented by vertical bars unless covered 
by symbols.
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Fig.3.22. Sugar leakage from immature (29 day) seeds treated 
for various periods of time at high humidity at three 
different temperatures before desiccation: 15®C o, 25°C a , 
30°C e . Steep water sugar content measured after 24hrs. 
Each point is based on the bulked steep water from 10 seeds 
steeped individually.

Fig,3.23. Potassium leakage from immature (29day) seeds 
treated for various periods of time at high humidity at 
three different temperatures before desiccation: 15°C o, 
25^C ▲ , 3qOc • . Steep water potassium content measured 
after 24hrs. Each point is based on the bulked steep water 
from 1 0 seeds steeped individually.
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3.5. Effect of an oxygen-free atmosphere on artificial ripening.

The purpose of the experiment was to determine if 
oxygen was required for the changes to take place in 
the ability of seeds to tolerate rapid drying, which 
had been found to occur during artificial ripening in 
air at high humidity.

Seeds given five days high humidity treatment 
in which only the first one or two days were under 
nitrogen, and the remainder were in air retained total 
electrolytes, sugars and potassium after drying (Figs.3.24 
- 3.26). A shorter period in air resulted in greater loss of 
solutes. The conclusion that these results were a function 
of the length of time in air before the seeds were dried, 
rather than some deleterious effect of the nitrogen 
treatment itself was shown by the seeds which were 
treated for 1 0  days at high humidity before drying 
and leaching. Despite the fact that all the seeds 
experienced at least five days under nitrogen, the 
loss of solutes after drying was again clearly related 
to the length of incubation in air preceding the 
desiccation treatment. There was some indication 
that superimposed on this pattern was a tendency 
for seeds to lose more potassium and electrolytes 
after the longer periods of high humidity treatment 
under nitrogen, especially when few days in air 
followed nitrogen treatment, (Figs 3.24 and 3.25), 
but this was not apparent in the sugar leakage 
values (Fig.3.26).



Fig.3.24. Effects of anaerobiosis during seed treatment at 
high humidity on electrolyte leakage following rapid desiccation 
Immature seeds were treated for five days ( □ ) or ten days ( ■ ) 
at high humidity. Treatment took place in an atmosphere of 
N 2 except for the last 1-4 days of the period, when air was 
supplied. Each point is a mean of 10 seeds measured individ
ually. Standard errors are depicted by vertical bars.

Fig.3.25. Effects of anaerobiosis during seed treatment at 
high humidity on potassium leakage following rapid desiccation. 
Immature seeds were treated for five days (a) or ten days ( ■ ) 
at high humidity. Treatment took place in an atmosphere of N 2 

except for the last 1-4 days of the period when air was 
supplied. Each point is based on the bulked steep water 
from 1 0  seeds steeped individually.
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Shortage of material prevented germination tests 

on anaerobically treated seeds but seeds which were 

treated for five days under nitrogen while intact in 

their pods were tested for germinability following 

desiccation and were found to be desiccation intolerant. 

None of these seeds germinated. Their condition as 

measured by electrolyte leakage was also found to be 

poor (Table 3.8). Before desiccation, their condition 

was less good than untreated and undesiccated seeds, 

but considerably better than that of treated or un

treated seeds following desiccation.

Table 3.8. Conductivity and electrolyte measurements 

of soak water, and germination of seeds treated for 

five days in nitrogen in their pods. The steep water 

measurements are averages from ten individual seeds 

for conductivity, while the potassium and sugars are 

single readings from bulked steep water from the same 

seeds.

Seed treatment Conductivity Sugars
{p.nho g — 1 (mg g“  ̂ (mg g” ^
imbibed w t .) imbibed wt) imbibed wt)

Fresh seeds treated
in N 2 174.2 1.024 1.544
N 2 treated and
desiccated seeds 500.3 3.730 12.690
Untreated fresh seeds 73.5 0.480 1.263
Untreated desiccated 
seeds 724.5 4.620 13.180

3.6. Effect of removal of parts of the parent plant 
on seed ripening.
The results on germinability after desiccation and
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the leakage of solutes from seeds treated by excision 

of various parts of their parent plant are given in Table 3.9 

All seeds in this investigation were found to have achieved 

a high degree of desiccation tolerance including untreated 

seeds. The maturation of seeds in this population occurred 

unexpectedly early. No substantial differences were observed 

in the condition of any of the treated seeds. Their desicca

tion tolerance was reflected in low electrolyte leakage.

Table 3.9. Germination and solute leakage of seeds from 

which varying amounts of parent plant tissue had been removed 

six days before harvest and rapid desiccation. Conductivity 

results are an average of measurements on 10 individual 

seeds while potassium and sugar measurements were made on 

the bulked steep water of the same 10 seeds. Germination 

was measured on samples of 20 seeds after 14 days.

Parent plant Conductivity Potassium Sugars Germin-
tissue removed. (pmho g“  ̂ (mg g“ ^ (mg g"^ ation

imbibed wt) imbibed wt) imbibed wt) %

None 190.8 1.64 5.08 90
Excess pods 238.5 2.01 5.95 95
Entire plant
other than pod 153.6 1.2 9 4.63 95
Leaves + roots
+ excess pods 227.3 1.89 6.06 100
Leaves + excess
pods 208.8 1.71 5.32 80
Roots + excess
pods 194.7 1.58 6.69 70
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DISCUSSION

During normal development on the parent plant, seeds 
first became capable of independent growth i.e. they
are capable of germinating, and only subsequently 
develop the ability to survive drying. In the pre
liminary studies of this work the tolerance of rapid 
drying lagged behind the ability to germinate by app
roximately 20 days where the method of drying was by 
vacuum desiccation. It was found however that, as in 
Pisum sativum (Rogerson and Matthews,1977), it was 
possible to induce immature Phaseolus vulgaris seeds 
to achieve desiccation tolerance much earlier by 
removing them from the parent plant and treating 
them at high humidity. In pea seeds, tolerance 
was gained when seeds maintained a constant moisture 
content (Rogerson and Matthews,1977), but the declining 
moisture content of P.vulgaris seeds treated at even the 
highest humidity in the present study shows that 
constant moisture content was not required to achieve 
desiccation tolerance; slow drying was sufficient.
The rate of drying was shown to be of great importance.
At any particular age of treatment, the number of seeds 
capable of germination increased with increasing 
humidity of treatment and therefore decreased rate 
of drying. The trend became progressively less marked 
with increasing age at harvest, which suggests that 
older seeds require less time to achieve tolerance.
That the rate of drying during treatment had marked 
effects is evidence that in general, water loss is
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detrimental to the process of achieving desiccation 
tolerance. This may be because the seed can only carry 
out metabolic functions whilst within a certain range 
of moisture contents. The rate of drying would then 
impose a time limit on the changes which might be 
necessary for the seed to be capable of surviving 
total desiccation. There is no evidence from the variable 
drying rate experiment to support the suggestion that 
water loss stimulates the development of desiccation 
tolerance (Matthews,1973). However, since even seeds 
held at high humidity lost some water during treatment, 
it is still possible that a small drop in water content 
might initiate the process; a suggestion made by Klein 
and Pollock (1968). Rogerson and Matthews (1977) claimed 
to have shown that water loss is not required to initiate 
desiccation tolerance, by showing that pea seeds incubated 
under very high humidity conditions develop tolerance. 
However, it is difficult to imagine that the pea seeds 
lost no water at all during their removal from the plant 
and pod and transfer to the humidity vessel, and the 
possibility that water loss may initiate desiccation 
tolerance cannot as yet be completely discounted. There 
was further evidence against the hypothesis in the 
present work, in that P.vulgaris seeds treated inside 
their pods at high humidity appeared to gain in dry weight 
and remain at a fairly constant water content. These 
seeds were the most successful in surviving desiccation.

The rate at which desiccation tolerance was achieved 
showed some evidence of increasing with incimsing age of seed
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It was apparent in the experimental data from varying 
rate of drying, and also in that some seeds became 
capable of survival even in severe drying conditions 
(0% R.H.) at an earlier age than they were capable 
of surviving vacuum desiccation. By 37 days after 
anthesis, 80% germination was reached in seeds 
rapidly dried without prior treatment, and smaller 
numbers were able to germinate at lesser ages. Germ
ination was not observed until an age of 4o days after 
anthesis in earlier studies on this variety, and this 
led to the speculation that the treatment chamber 
desiccation employed in this section was less severe 
than the vacuum desiccation technique employed earlier. 
The treatment chamber seeds lost a high proportion of 
their water content within 24hrs of the start of 
treatment, but it is possible that equivalent desiccation 
took place more quickly in a vacuum dessicator. Figures 
are not available for water loss within the 24hrs 
period in vacuum desiccators. It is not possible 
however to make direct comparisons between the severity 
of the two drying treatments, as other factors were not 
constant between them. The vacuum method must severely 
restrict oxygen availability to the seeds,and in 
subsequent experiments, this was found to be of 
importance. The role of oxygen in acquiring desiccation 
tolerance will be discussed in greater detail later.
There is some evidence that desiccation tolerance may 
be acquired more quickly with increasing age in pea 
seeds (Matthews and Rogerson,1978). Young pea seeds

were found to require five days high humidity
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treatment, while older peas required only three days.
In following the time course of development of 
tolerance in P.vulgaris seeds of 28 days (- 3.5 days), 
a period of 48-72 hrs of treatment was found to be 
necessary before tolerance became apparent. This 
compares well with the three days required by 30 day old 
pea seeds (Rogerson and Matthews,1977). It also compares 
well with the earlier experimental evidence from different 
drying rates where 28 day old seeds did not germinate 
following desiccation unless they were held at 100% R.H. 
or 75% R.H. In the latter case, although the seeds lost 
water in appreciable amounts during treatment, they did 
not reach approximately constant weight until three days 
after the start of treatment (Fig.3.3A), and following 
desiccation, 45% of the seeds were able to germinate 
(Fig.3.7). Had the time course experiment been run with 
older seed, it might have been expected that germinability 
after rapid desiccation would appear earlier. Seeds 
harvested 35 days after anthesis were capable of 40% 
germination even in the most severe drying conditions 
(0% R.H.) where their principal water loss took place 
within the first 24 hrs of treatment, although a small 
drop also occurred during the second day (Figs.3.3B and 
3.7). Similarly, if younger seeds had been exposed to 
the time course, they might have been expected to require 
a longer ripening period. The germination rate was only 
60% after five days at the highest humidity treatment 
for 2o day old seeds. It may be that, had treatment
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continued, the germination rate could have improved.
The comparative immaturity from which seeds could be 
ripened was surprising. The 2o day old seeds had 
scarcely entered the rapid growth phase of their 
development.

The effect of detachment and maintenance at high 
humidity is not only to allow the seed to attain 
germina.bility after rapid desiccation, but also to allow 
it to retain cell solutes after drying, such as potassium, 
amino acids, sugars, and other electrolytes. The ability 
of seeds to retain solutes after desiccation is not 
necessarily closely linked with the ability to germinate, 
but may be regarded as only one of a range of cellular 
functions which are important to seed survival. Although 
in themselves complex, the reactions of cell membranes 
to the stresses of desiccation are likely to be simpler 
than the multiplicity of stresses experienced by the whole 
seed, affecting its ability to germinate after drying. 
There has therefore been considerable interest in the 
particular aspect of desiccation tolerance which enables 
the seed to recover its ability to retain solutes after 
drying. Past evidence (Matthews^1973 ), has suggested 
that there is a close association between solute 
retention and desiccation tolerance in peas, but the 
present work did not establish such marked changes 
in solute retention in P.vulgaris seeds. When the 
process of artificial ripening was monitored, solute 
retention improved steadily as treatment proceeded.
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but no marked increase was noted at the time of 
acquired tolerance to desiccation. It was certainly 
not possible to deduce the time at which artificially 
ripened seeds acquired desiccation tolerance from 
conductivity measurements made during the time course 
experiment (Figs.3.13 and 3.14). This was also true 
of seeds maturing naturally on the parent plant. There 
was no noticeable change in the steady decline of 
leakage from such seeds (Fig.3.17).

The effect of drying is to reduce the solute 
retaining ability of seeds. This was a progressive 
process: the longer seeds were dried, the greater 
the leakage of electrolytes from untreated,desiccation- 
intolerant seeds. In these seeds 12 hrs drying was 
enough to cause more than double the electrolyte leakage 
of undried seeds to take place. Increasing lengths of 
drying time caused increasing leakage from the seeds 
until by 24 hrs, they were leaching similar proportions 
of electrolytes to the total estimated free electrolyte 
as established by freezing and releaching seeds from 
several treatments. The effect of drying for 12 hrs on 
pretreated seeds was much less severe. Solute retention 
was maintained throughout the first 12 hrs of drying in 
such seeds. Leakage of solutes did not double until 
seeds were exposed to 24hrs drying after high humidity 
treatment, when their moisture content was approximately 
11%. Much has been written on the effects of desiccation 
in the literature with reference to very low moisture 
contents (below 20%), and membrane disruption from
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lamellar to hexagonal phase has been associated with 
seed leakiness, particularly by Simon (1974;1978). 
Significant increases in electrolyte losses from both 
tolerant and intolerant seeds in this study do seem 
to arise after a high proportion of water has been 
lost (cf Figs.3.15 and 3.16), but the greatly reduced 
leakage from treated seeds cannot be explained on this 
basis as the physical stresses experienced by their 
membranes during dehydration must closely resemble 
those in intolerant seeds. The lamellar - hexagonal phase 
change has not been demonstrated in seeds, indeed 
recent work suggests that dry seeds do not have 
hexagonal-phase membranes (McKersie and Stinton,1980).

More detailed examination of electrolyte leakage
i.e. the measuring of some components of total leakage 
(potassium, amino acids, and sugars), showed that the 
retention of these materials in general improved 
progressively in a similar pattern to total electrolyte 
retention during high humidity treatment, and was therefore 
also not exactly in parallel with improvements in 
germination after desiccation. It is therefore im
probable that changes in leakage of these materials 
is the direct cause of changes in tolerance to drying.
The leakage of sugars did not correspond as closely 
with total electrolyte leakage as did the other com
ponents during the time course analysis, it declined 
apparently at a slower rate. It is not clear whether 
this was due to inaccurate assay procedure, or whether 
it was a real feature of the time course, as sugars did
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decline in a similar manner to other leachates in the 
later temperature investigations. It might be expected 
that they decline during treatment as they form a 
suitable respiratory substrate once the supply from 
the parent plant has been cut off. Seeds which were 
unable to respire by being held in their pods in an 
oxygen-free environment for five days leached similar 
quantities of sugars when soaked in the fresh condition 
to those released by untreated fresh seeds, but it is 
not known whether the pods were supplying additional 
sugars to the seeds during treatment. The latter seems 
unlikely since sugar transport would presumably require 
metabolic activity, itself requiring a respiratory energy 
supply.

The mechanisms involved in the acquisition of 
desiccation tolerance, and the damaging effects of water 
loss, must be closely associated. The damage caused 
through water loss could be due to high concentrations 
of solutes inactivating enzyme systems or denaturing 
membrane proteins. Seeds are rich in various inorganic 
ions such as K"*", and these must become concentrated 
during drying. If the concentrating took place in the 
cytoplasm and organelles, essential protein systems 
might become disrupted or denatured. Seeds could become 
tolerant to high inorganic ion concentrations in several 
ways. First they might produce new proteins tolerant in 
themselves to high salt levels. Second they could 
compartmentalise the salts away from sensitive cytoplasmic 
components, or third they could produce bound forms of

the inorganic ions. Whichever above method might be
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employed, each implies synthetic activity within seed 
tissue, requiring time and energy expenditure. There 
was evidence for both these requirements in the 
humidity treatment in an atmosphere of nitrogen. Seeds 
treated at high humidity in an atmosphere of nitrogen 
did not develop the ability to retain solutes after 
rapid desiccation unless transferred to air prior 
to drying. One to three days in air then gave pro
gressively greater ability to retain solutes after 
rapid desiccation even if treatment in nitrogen was 
continued for five days. These results suggest that 
respiratory ATP production is necessary for tolerance 
of desiccation to develop. It might be that there is 
a direct requirement for oxygen in some chemical change 
and more detailed study of this nature is needed. It 
is clear however, that positive metabolic changes 
are needed for the acquisition of desiccation tolerance, 
and not simply a decline in physiological activity as 
suggested by Rogerson and Matthews (1977) which would 
be more likely to occur in a nitrogen atmosphere.

The effect of temperature on the ability to retain 
solutes was relatively slight over the range studied, but 
the change in solute retention over 15-25®C was consistent 
with a QlO of 2-2.5. Here too, physiological activity 
was likely to be lower at the lower temperature, and if 
a lessening or cessation in physiological activity were 
responsible for acquiring tolerance,better solute retention 
might be expected at the lower temperature. The reverse 
was found to be true. P.vulgaris seeds achieved solute 

retention more quickly at the high temperature.
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The nitrogen and temperature studies both suggest 

that a metabolic change is involved at least in the induc

tion of the ability to retain solutes after desiccation.

The nature of such a change is not known and the evidence 

for any of the mechanisms suggested previously is slight.

The last of these, the formation of bound inorganic ions 

seems the least likely. Many solutes such as seemed to 

be freely diffusible from tolerant seeds once the permeab

ility barriers (assumed to be membranes) were destroyed by 

freeze-thawing methods.If inorganic ions were bound in mol

ecular complexes, the bonds must have been extremely weak 

to allow such post-freezing release of ions.

In examining the other possibilities, it is profitable 

to look in some detail at the environmental conditions en

countered by halophytes, i.e. plants which survive high 

concentrations of electrolytes in their habitats. Halophytes 

face a two fold problem in saline environments. They must 

establish some method of maintaining turgor rather than 

lose water osmotically to the surrounding environment, 

and they must be resistant to the toxic effects of inorganic 

ions in high concentrations on cytoplasm and membrane 

systems. Work on halophytes tends to suggest that both 

effects may be dealt with by the same mechanism. Tolerant 

halophytes have been found to contain an intracellular 

imbalance of inorganic ions. Reviews by Hellebust (1976) 

and Flowers ^t aj. (1977) have pointed out that enzymes 

and protein synthesising systems in halophytes are similar
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in sensitivity to high salt concentrations as those of 

glycophytes (plants intolerant of salinity). Both reviews 

put this forward as evidence that inorganic salts were 

actively pumped across the tonoplast into the vacuoles from 

where they exerted their osmotic influence, releasing the 

enzyme systems of the cytoplasm and associated membranes 

to normal functioning. Flowers et a_l (1977) stated that 

cytoplasmic salt concentrations could be as little as one 

third that of vacuolar sap concentrations. There is some 

evidence to support a similar mechanism in seeds as they 

become desiccation tolerant. While seeds were being treated 

at high humidity, they were monitored for solute retention 

in the fresh condition as well as following rapid desicca

tion, and although all solute leakage measurements were 

comparatively low, there was a marked decrease in electro

lyte leakage over the first 3 6hrs of treatment to a level 

approximately one third that of untreated seeds. Although 

it is possible that this trend indicated a reduction in 

membrane permeability, it is also possible that the electro

lyte was being moved out of the cytoplasm and into the 

vacuoles, from where it was less readily diffusible. If 

this was the case, energy would be required to pump ions 

across the tonoplast and maintain the concentration

gradient between cell sap and cytoplasm.
Research into how halophytes are able to maintain 

their proposed intracellular imbalance of inorganic ion 
distribution has suggested a variety of organic substances 
which might act as balancing osmoregulatory systems for 
the vacuolar contents from within the cytoplasm and yet
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be undamaging to cytoplasmic activity. The most common 
substance which has been found in halophytes is the 
imino acid proline. It was found in a variety of species 
in unusually high quantities by Stewart and Lee (1974).
It was also found in glycophytes in response to water stress 
(Barnett and Naylor, 1966; Singh ^  1973 ; 1973a; 1973b),
and was shown to be an effective protection against freezing 
injury in Ztea mays (Withers and King,1979). Some of the 
injuries resulting from freezing are considered to be 
caused by a similar concentration of inorganic ions as 
would result from water stress and dehydration.

Proline levels were not found to increase during 
seed maturation in this study. If any trend were present, 
it was the reverse. Difficulties were encountered during 
prdLine assays when ground dry seed tissue was used, but it 
seems unlikely that accumulation of proline can play any 
important role as a cytoplasmic osmoregulatory substance 
in developing P.vulgaris seeds. However, there is scope 
for much further work in this field. Proline is by no 
means the only non-toxic organic solute implicated as an 
osmoregulator during dehydration. In halophytic organisms 
alone some 18 organic compounds have been cited as 
increasing in response to external osmotic pressure 
(enumerated in review by Flowers et 1977), and
among them are seven amino acids. Further research into 
the levels of other amino acids would be helpful. There 
was some visual suggestion that the material interfering 
in the proline assays in this study increased with
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increasing maturity. Glutamine has been put forward 

as an amino acid which might interfere in the proline 

assay (Bates,1973), as have lysine, hydroxylysine 

and ornithene (Troll and Lindsley,1955), but perhaps 

the most suitable compound to study initially would 

be betaine, which is one of the nitrogenous bases 

found to accumulate in water-stressed angiosperme 

(Storey and Wyn Jones, 1975; Wyn Jones ^t 1976) ,

and has been found to have very low toxicity towards 

certain vital enzyme reactions (Wyn Jones ^t ab,1976).

Apart from changes in membrane properties leading 

to increased solute retention, many changes occur 

during ripening and natural dehydration in seeds. 

Although some of these have been included in studies 

of seed ripening, for example respiration (Loewenberg, 

1955; McKee ^  ^,1955; Matthews 1973;Rogerson and 

Matthews,1977), phosphorus and nitrogen contents 

(Loewenberj 1955), and carbohydrate levels (McKee 

et al, 1966; Rogerson and Matthews,1977) changes in 

seed chlorophyll levels do not appear to have been 

extensively investigated (although Okatan _et 1981,

recently showed that chlorophyll loss from the enbryonic 

axis in soybean was closely correlated with the timing 

of seed germinability) which is surprising since the 

loss of chlorophyll is usually one of the visual signs 

of ripening in legume seeds. Chlorophyll is present in 

young P.vulgaris seeds and is lost from them as seeds
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mature whether maturation is natural or artificially 

induced. The function of plastids and pigment in seeds 

is not known. While seeds are developing on the parent 

plant they are enclosed in pods which are thick and 

succulent for a considerable period of development and 

must severely limit light reaching the seeds, particularly 

since the pods also contain chlorophyll which must 

absorb the photosynthetically useful wavelengths to 

a large degree. The cotyledons and embryo axis are 

further separated from the light source by the seed 

coat which is also fairly thick, particularly early 

in development. The photosynthetic production of the 

chlorophyll in the embryo must therefore be negligable 

and unlikely to contribute to the growth of the seed in 

any significant way. Young P.vulgaris seeds are however, 

intensely green. The plastids of the primary leaves do 

not develop beyond an immature proplastid stage (Whatley, 

1974; this study. Section II) , but some of the cotyledon 

plastids do develop a fairly advanced lamellar structure 

(Opik,1968) . As maturation continues however, proplastid 

structure regresses and chlorophyll is lost. It is not 

clear why energy should be expended in developing the 

photosynthetic system so early in the life of the seed 

when it is probably not required to be active until the 

seedling emerges after germination. That it is a pre

programmed part of maturation to dismantle the system
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is clear from the results of extracts from artificially 

ripened P.vulgaris seeds. No chlorophyll could be 

detected in any of the seeds which were ripened by 

high humidity treatment except in the very youngest 

which contained only small amounts. It is possible 

that the production of chlorophyll in developing seeds 

and its subsequent degradation provides a pool of 

components from which the photosynthetic apparatus 

may be assembled more quickly on germination and exposure 

to light than if the synthesis was de novo.

The presence of chlorophyll in desiccation 

tolerant plants and plant parts is variable. The 

chlorophyll content of the desiccation tolerant moss 

Tortula ruralis was not affected by desiccation 

(Bewley ^t 1974) . This is also true of the tolerant

fern Polypodium polypodiodes (Stuart, 1968) , and the 

angiosperm Myrothamnus flabellifolia (Hoffman,1968).

The angiosperm Borya nitida however, lost its 

chlorophyll before desiccation tolerance was achieved 

(Gaff and Churchill, 1976) .

The changes in chlorophyll content appear to be 

part of a syndrome of parallel changes which seem to 

prepare the seed for desiccation. Many changes take place 

during ripening, but this is not necessaily evidence 

that one or the other is the "trigger" for acquiring 

desiccation tolerance. Some inducing mechanism must
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be present to enable young seeds to exhibit tolerance after 

treatment, and display developmental changes normally 

only associated with older seeds undergoing natural 

maturation. It is unlikely that seed ripening is endo

genous since it appears possible to induce seeds of 

any age to ripen in artificial conditions provided 

that they have accumulated sufficient reserves to germinate 

A drop in water content has been suggested as the trigger 

mechanism. Percentage moisture however, drops throughout 

natural development which does not support such a theory. 

The reduction of total water has been advanced by Klein 

and Pollock (1968) and Matthews (1973) but the evidence 

of this study suggests that the smaller the water loss 

in artificially ripened seeds, the better the development 

of desiccation tolerance. The best tolerance was achieved 

by seeds ripened in their pods and yet these seeds were 

least likely to lose water to the atmosphere during 

treatment, due to enclosure in their pods. Treatment at 

varying humidities showed increasing tolerance with 

increasing humidity of treatment.

A third possibility for the triggering of the 

processes leading to desiccation tolerance is the 

interruption of supply to the seeds of some material 

other than water. The excellent performance of seeds 

after desiccation when the only treatment they received 

was removal of the pods from the parent plant, followed 

by a period of high humidity intact in their pods
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suggests that the trigger mechanism involves a 

relationship between the fruit and parent plant 

tissues. Attempts to establish how much parent 

plant tissue required to be removed to initiate 

ripening proved unsuccessful, probably due to 

experimental design, and further investigations 

of this kind would be helpful.

The induction of premature ripening first shown 

by Rogerson and Matthews with peas, and now found to 

be possible in P.vulgaris seeds, has many possibilities 

as a research tool. One area in which it may prove useful 

is in studying the ripening process itself in controlled 

conditions avoiding some of the associated, but not 

necessarily relevant changes occurring during natural 

ripening. This work has been started as illustrated by 

the results of this section and the following section on 

the ultrastructure of ripening seeds, but there is 

considerable potential for further work on many aspects 

of seed ripening.



S E C T I O N  IV
ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDIES OF THE PRIMARY LEAF 

DURING INDUCTION OF DESICCATION TOLERANC E 
IN IMMATURE DETACHED SEEDS.
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INTRODUCTION 

The problems of observing ultrastructurally 

the condition of cells in mature seed tissue, and therefore 

of gaining some insight into the mechanism of surviving 

severe dehydration in seeds, are caused chiefly by that 

very process itself - natural dehydration during maturation. 

It can be argued that seeds fixed in aqueous media are not 

representative of cells found in untreated seeds since 

water in the fixative is likely to affect ultrastructure 

during fixation. The evidence for this view begins with 

the postulation that at low water content (below 20%) the 

molecular orientation of trilamellar membranes alters 

(Luzzati and Husson 1962;Chapman ^  al. 1967; Ladbrooke 

et al 1968; Simon 1974; 1978). It is believed that below 

20% water content, a phospholipid bilayer cannot exist in 

its hydrated form of continuous sheets. It has been suggested 

that the structure disrupts with little available water 

and a hexagonal phase is formed with the hydrophobic 

fatty acid chains facing outwards. The hexagonal phase 

is described as a reversal of the orientation of phos

pholipid molecules to form cylindrical channels in 

which the available water is held (Simon 1978) . In this 

way, the hydrophilic groups are still in contact with 

the small amounts of water present, and the hydrophobic 

groups are in closer contact with the remaining dry matrix 

of the cell.
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Membrane disruption and reorientation during 

dehydration and subsequent rehydration are considered 

to be responsible for the leakage of cell constituents 

during imbibition of dry seeds. This leakage has been 

widely observed and has been the subject of two reviews 

(Simon,1974; Matthews,1977) perhaps principally because 

it is of possible economic importance in crop seeds since 

the leakage of solutes may promote the multiplication 

of soil-borne pathogens and consequently reduce germination 

and seedling growth.

The re-establishment of normal membrane structure 

is thought to be accomplished within lOsecs of contact 

with water (Simon,1978). Freeze etching methods of 

fixation have revealed marked differences between wheat 

scutellum protein body membranes frozen anhydrously in 

glycerol, and those exposed to water for 10 seconds during 

water freezing (Swift and Buttrose, 1972;Buttrose, 1973) .

In view of this, fixation of cellular material for 

electron microscopy would have to take place within this 

time if fixed material is to present a true picture of 

dehydrated cell ultrastructure.

It is possible that the water molecules in the 

fixatives used for transmission microscopy, being smaller 

than the fixative molecules, may precede them as they diffuse 

through the tissue. Fixatives must.combine with cellular
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molecules, which would therefore further diminish their 

numbers within the tissue and thus delay the penetration 

of effective concentrations of fixative molecules. The 

relatively abundant water molecules are therefore likely 

to reach the inner cells of the specimen considerably 

sooner than the fixatives (Yoo,1970?Swift and Buttrose,

1972;Hallam, 1973 ; 1976) . Examination of Opik's work (1968) 

on cotyledon tissue in dry P.vulgaris seeds reveals 

evidence which supports this theory. She found that 

epidermal cells exhibited cytoplasmic shrinkage from 

cell walls to a greater extent than those deeper in 

the tissue. Partial rehydration during fixation could 

account for her observations. When dealing in significant 

time intervals of 10 secs, there is a strong case for 

arguing that any aqueous fixative is unsuitable for 

looking at mature dry seed material.

To overcome these problems, other methods have 

been attempted, some of which were used in the present 

study. Vapour fixation methods have long been known and 

were first investigated by Perner (1965). Unfortunately, 

although this method, and variations of it, were tried 

in the present work, satisfactory results were not forth

coming. As illustrated in Section II, vapour fixed 

specimens produced few recognisable features (Figs.2.35 

and 2.36). Even these specimens had encountered an aqueous 

phase since it proved almost impossible to impregnate vapour
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fixed specimens with resin unless they were exposed to 

a short post fixation phase of imbibition in phosphate 

buffer before dehydration in a standard acetone series.

Further non-aqueous techniques include those 

of Hallam and Capicchiano (1974) and Thomson (1979). In 

the former, which is entirely non-aqueous, glycerol was used 

as the fixative solvent, or alternatively dimethylsulphoxide 

for the primary fixative and chloroform for the post-fixative 

These proved unsatisfactory since osmium reacts with both 

glyceroland dimethylsulphoxide, and poor resolution 

resulted. Thomson's method (1979) used a primary fixative 

of formaldehyde in glycerol but once more resorted to an 

aqueous post-fixâtion period in phosphate buffered osmium 

tetroxide before dehydration and embedding. This method 

was tested in the present study, but again unsatisfactory 

results were produced (Figs.4.30-33). Ruptured membranes 

were a prevailing feature in the primary leaf tissue 

examined, and little could be concluded from the micro

graphs on the nature of desiccation tolerance.

Studies of premature ripening of Phaseolus vulgaris 

seeds suggested an entirely different method of examining 

the ultrastructure of desiccation resistant tissue. It 

was found that seeds still high in moisture content could 

be induced to mature in the laboratory by separating them 

from parent tissues and holding them in a moist atmosphere 

(Section III) . These seeds underwent changes which enabled 

them to survive a subsequent rapid desiccation period.
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The use of this method of artificially induced ripening 

presented an excellent opportunity to examine the ultra

structure of seeds developing the capability to withstand 

rapid desiccation but without the problems of fixing dry 

or partially dry specimens which hampers the study of 

naturally matured tissues.

In the following section micrographs are presented 

of tissue taken at intervals from artificially ripening 

seeds, which had no desiccation tolerance at the start 

of treatment, but which developed this tolerance during 

the treatment. Control seeds harvested from parent plants 

at the end of the treatment period had not developed any 

desiccation resistance.

If previous observations of mature tissue were 

to be validated, the artificially ripening tissue might 

be expected to show signs of cessation of physiological 

activity. These would include loss of Golgi apparatus, 

reduction in E.R. units, regression in mitochondrial and 

proplastid structure, loss of starch from a high proportion 

of proplastids, and a general loss of contrast in 

micrographs.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

1. Preparation of Material

Material for ultrastructural examination of 

artificially matured tissue was produced using the high 

humidity chamber described in Section III and illustrated 

in Fig.3.2. Only seeds 28 days of age were used for this 

study to reduce tissue variability as much as possible.

In addition, the seeds used were selected from the total 

population aged 28 days at the start of treatment, as 

being of average size and weight.

Treatment time ranged from zero to 120hrs in the 

humidity chamber, during which time, equivalent tissue 

acquired the ability to survive rapid desiccation (Fig.3.13) 

Had these seeds still been attached to the parent plant, 

no such ability would have been gained during the same 

period.

2 .Fixation, embedding, sectioning, staining and viewing. 

After treatment, seeds were removed from the

humidity chamber and the primary leaves were dissected 

out for fixation. Fixation was as described in Section II 

as "standard fixation". Embedding,sectioning,staining and 

viewing were also carried out as described in Section II.

3. Fixation in the absence of water.

Untreated and 120hr treated specimens were also 

fixed after rapid desiccation in a water free fixative.

This consisted of a solution of formaldehyde in glycerol 

(2g paraformaldehyde in 50cm^ glycerol) and fixation was
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by the method of Thomson (1979). It included a post

fixation stage in 1% phosphate buffered osmium tetroxide 

before embedding.
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RESULTS

1. Untreated tissue

Untreated primary leaf tissue was found to be in 

a similar stage of development as that described in 

Section 2.2 (Fig.4.1). Cells were vacuolate with some 

accumulation of vacuolar deposits (Figs.4.1, 4.2 and 

4.3). E.R. was evenly distributed and strands were either 

granular or agranular (Fig.4.1,4.2 and 4.3) . Golgi 

apparatus was in evidence (Fig.4.3)^ as were nuclei 

with nucleoli (Fig.4.3)^ and electron dense areas at 

the nuclear envelope (Fig.4.1,4.2 and 4.3). Cells were 

linked by plasmodesmata (Fig.4.1,4.2 and 4.3) and the 

cytoplasm held many free ribosomes (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3) .

Mitochondria and proplastids were numerous and 

plasticity was evident in both types of organelle (Fig.

4.3,4.4,4 .5,4 .6,4.7 and 4.8) . Mitochondria often 

displayed clear membrane bound areas in the matrix which 

were seen in other sections to be invaginations of the 

outer membrane (Figs.4.2,4 .4,4 .5 and 4.7) . Sections in 

this study were more strikingly suggestive of organelle 

division (Figs.4.3,4.5,4.6 and 4.7). Many proplastids 

held large starch deposits (Fi^ 4.5,4.6,4.7 and 4.9), 

and both lamellar strands (Fig.4.7) and loops (Fig.4.8) 

were found. Infrequent prolamellar bodies were also sectioned 

(Fig.4.9) .
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Figs. 4.1 - 4.9. Electron micrographs of primary leaf 

tissue fixed immediately after removal from the parent 

plant at 28 days after anthesis. This tissue was incapable 

of surviving rapid desiccation. It was found to be similar 

to the tissue described in Section 2.2.



Fig.4.1. Untreated primary leaf tissue from 28 day old 

specimen. The section shows an area of the leaf margin.

Scale line represents 5 ^m. E R, endoplasmic 

reticulum; G,Golgi apparatus; m, mitochondrion;

N,nucleus; p,proplastid;s,starch;V,vacuole;W,cell wall.
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Fig.4.2. Spongy mesophyll cell near the margin of 28 day 

old primary leaf. Scale line represents 5 ^m. E R,endoplasmic 

reticulum; m,mitochondrion; N,nucleus;p,proplastid; 

s,starch;V,vacuole.

Fig.4.3. Spongy mesophyll cells near the lamina margin 

of 28 day old primary leaf. Scale line represents 5 jam. 

E R„ endoplasmic reticulum; G.Golgi apparatus; 

mt,microtubule;N,nucleus;p,proplastid;s,starch;

V,vacuole.
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Figs.4.4 - 4.9. Organelles from untreated tissue of 28 

days. Figs 4.4,4.5 and 4.8 are from palisade cell sections. 

Fig.4.6 ,4.7 and 4.9 are from spongy mesophyll cells.

Scale line represents 1 jum. G, Golgi apparatus;

m,mitochondrion;p,proplastid;pd,plasm odesma;

pi,prolamellar body; s,starch;V,vacuole;W,cell wall.
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2. Tissue treated for 24hrs

After 24hrs of treatment in the high humidity 

chamber some ultrastructural changes were visible in 

the tissue. Much of the sectioned endoplasmic reticulum 

was of a rough nature (Fig.4.10) and an intensification 

of Golgi activity appeared to be taking place (Figs.4.10 

and 4.11). In some sections associations of Golgi 

apparatus with small irregular vacuoles were found 

(Fig.4.11) . Nuclei resembled those in untreated tissue 

(Figs.4.12 and 4.13) and many free ribosomes (Figs.4.10 

and 4.11) and plasmodesmata (Figs 4.11 and 4.12) were 

still in evidence. Deposition in the vacuoles was more 

uniform (Fig.4.13) and the occurrence of lipid droplets 

in the cytoplasm was more frequent although apparently 

random (Fig.4.12) .

Mitochondria and proplastids were still numerous 

and irregular in shape (Figs.4.12,4.13,4.14 and 4.15) . 

Proplastids still held starch deposits but less frequently, 

and those visible were often small and less distinct 

(Figs.4.15 and 4.16). The proplastid stroma was less 

densely granular in some cases (Figs.4.15,4.16 and 4.17). 

Overlapping lamellae were still to be found (Fig.4.17) .
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Figs. 4.10 - 4.17 Electron micrographs taken of

primary leaf tissue of 28 days treated for 24 hrs in 

the high humidity chamber. Equivalent tissue was found 

to be unable to withstand rapid desiccation.



Fig.4.10. Spongy mesophyll cell from 28 day tissue 

treated at high humidity for 24 hrs. Scale line represents 

0.5 jm. E.R,endoplasmic reticulum?G,Golgi apparatus;

N, nucleus;r,ribosome;V,vacuole;W, cell wall.

Fig.4.11. Golgi apparatus and associated vacuole from 

spongy mesophyll cell treated at high humidity for 24 hrs. 

Scale line represents 0.5 jum. G,Golgi apparatus; 

mt,microtubule;pd,plasmodesma;r,ribosome;V,vacuole.
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Fig.4.12. Palisade cell from primary leaf treated at 

high humidity for 24 hrs. Scale line represents 5 yum 

ER,endoplasmic reticulum;G,Golgi apparatus;1,lipid; 

m,mitochondrion;N,nucleus;n,nucleolus;p, proplastid;

V,vacuole;W,cell wall.

Fig.4.13. Spongy mesophyll cells from primary leaf treated 

at high humidity for 24hrs. Scale line represents 5 yum.

G,Golgi apparatus;m,mitochondrion;N, nucleus;p,proplastid; 

s,starch;V,vacuole.
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Figs. 4.14 - 4.17. Organelles of primary leaf tissue 

treated at high humidity for 24 hrs. Fig.4.14 - epidermal 

organelles. Figs.4.15 - 4.17 - organelles from spongy 

mesophyll cells. Scale lines represent 1 yim.

1,lipid; m,mitochondrion;p,proplastid;s,starch;W,cell wall.
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3. Tissue treated for 48-120hrs.

Tissue treated for 48 hrs or more entered a less 

active phase, with ultrastructure dedifferentiating until 

only nuclear, protein body, and cell wall structures 

were clearly distinguishable (Figs.4.18,4.19, 4.20 and 

4.21). Vacuoles rounded up to form protein bodies but 

their contents in this tissue, although increasing in 

density at first, became less apparent as maturation 

progressed (Figs.4.18 - 4.21) .

Very little E.R. could be discerned from 48hrs 

onwards as was the case with Golgi apparatus (Figs.4.18, 

4.19,4.20 and 4.21). Free ribosomes were still present.

Mitochondria became small and round with fewer 

discernable cristae, although some still showed evidence 

of the invaginations found earlier (Figs.4.18 - 4.23) . 

Proplastids also appeared to decrease in size and although 

some lamellar structure was maintained until after 72hrs 

of treatment (Fig.4.24), no starch deposits were found 

after 48hrs of treatment (Figs .4.18,4.19,4.20,4.21,4.24 

and 4.25) . Frequency of invaginations of the inner pro

plastid membrane increased with treatment (Fig.4.25) .

Lipid deposits migrated to lie adjacent to cell 

walls and were most frequent after 72 hrs treatment (Figs. 

4.26 and 4.27). They were less easy to distinguish by 

the end of treatment.
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An unknown type of small organelle appeared after 

48hrs of treatment and persisted, becoming more frequent 

as treatment progressed (Figs.4.28,4.29 Further examples 

are illustrated by the arrows in Figs.4.23,4.25 and 4.26). 

They were small electron transparent bodies surrounded 

by membranes and containing numerous smaller membrane 

bound vesicles. Plasmodesmata persisted throughout 

treatment.
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Figs.4.18 - 4.29. Electron micrographs of maturing 

primary leaf tissue of 28 days treated for 48 hrs 

or more in the high humidity chamber. During this 

time, resistance to rapid desiccation was acquired 

by equivalent seed tissue shown by germination in 

some proportion from 72 hrs onwards (Fig.3.13) . By 

the end of treatment at 1 2 0  hrs, a high proportion 

of seeds were able to germinate after desiccation 

(Fig.3 .13) .



Fig.4.18. Spongy mesophyll cell from 28 day tissue 

after 48 hrs treatment at high humidity.

Scale line represents 5 yum. l,lipid;m,mitochondrion; 

N, nucleus;p,proplastid;V/pb,vacuole/protein body.

Fig.4.19. Spongy mesophyll cell from 28 day tissue after 

72 hrs treatment at high humidity. Scale line represents 5 yam 

1.lipid;m,mitochondrion;N,nucleus;n,nucleolus;p, proplastid; 

pb,protein body.
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Fig.4.20. Cell near lamina margin after 104 hrs 

treatment at high humidity. Scale line represents 5 yam. 

m,mitochondrion;N,nucleus;p,proplastid;pb,protein body.

Fig.4.21. Epidermal cells at the lamina margin after 104hrs 

treatment at high humidity. Scale line represents 5 yam. 

m,mitochondrion;N,nucleus;n,nucleolus;p,proplastid; 

pb,protein body.
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Figs. 4.22 - 4.25. Organelles from tissue treated for 

72 hrs at high humidity Figs.4.22,4.23 and 4.25 are of 

epidermal organelles; Fig.4.24 is from palisade tissue. 

Scale lines represent 0.5 yam. 1, lipid;m, mitochondrion; 

p,proplastid;pb,protein body;pd,plasmodesma;W,cell wall. 

Vesicular bodies are arrowed.
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Figs. 4.26 - 4.29. Cell details from tissue treated for 

48 hrs or more at high humidity (Figs.4.26 and 4.28 - 48hrs, 

Fig.4.27 - 72hrs, Fig.4.29 - 104hrs treatment) .

Scale line represents 0.25 jiim. 1.lipid;,m,mitochondrion; 

pd,plasmodesma;W,cell wall.
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4. Dry-fixed tissue from treated and untreated rapidly 

desiccated seeds.

Untreated and treated material which had been 

desiccated rapidly and fixed in Thomson's (1979) non- 

aqueous fixatiye produced preparations which were 

extremely difficult to interpret.

Untreated tissue showed no readily recognisable 

structures with the exception of some ribosomal assoc

iations assumed to be rough endoplasmic reticulum 

(Figs.4.30 and 4.31) . Membranes were generally fragmented 

and disoriented, at times forming groups of small yesicles 

(Fig.4.30), but cell organelles could not be identified.

Treated tissue was also found to be in poor 

condition after preparation. Cell walls with plasmodesmata 

were discernable, as were nuclei (Fig.4.32), but a high 

proportion of cell membranes were disrupted and dis

orientated leaying only a very small number of organelles 

indentifiable such as the mitochondrion in Fig.4.33. 

Membranes were not as yesicular in treated tissue. It 

was notable that no eyidence of rough E.R. could be found 

in treated tissue. This is consistent with the ultra- 

structural condition of treated tissue fixed at a high 

water content and described in Section 4.3.
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Figs, 4.30 - 4.33. Electron micrographs of untreated 

and treated primary leaf tissue prepared for electron 

microscopy in a desiccated tissue using the non-aqueous 

fixation method of Thomson (1979).



Figs. 4.30 and 4.31. Untreated primary leaf tissue fixed 

by a non-aqueous technique after rapid desiccation showing 

rough E.R. formation and fragmented membrane structure. 

Scale lines represent 1 p m . ER,endoplasmic reticulum.
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Figs.4.32 and 4.33. Primary leaf tissue treated at high 

humidity for 1 2 0  hrs before rapid desiccation and non- 

aqueous fixation.

Fig.4.32 scale line represents 5 pm. Fig.4.33 scale line 

represents 1 pm. m,mitochondrion;N,nucleus;W,cell wall.
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DISCUSSION

The ultrastructural changes occurring in the 

primary leaf tissues of the seeds treated in humidity 

chambers cannot be attributed to a single treatment 

factor. Although every effort was made to maintain a water 

saturated atmosphere in the treatment chamber, some 

loss of fresh weight (approx.15-20%) occurred in the 

seeds over the five day period of treatment (Fig.3 .3) .

The opening of the chamber to remove material was probably 

responsible for temporary lowering of relative humidity 

resulting in a loss of water from seeds, and an improvement 

in design of the equipment, possibly an air lock system 

on the chamber, would be an advantage in further investi

gations. Two principal factors were therefore operating 

on the seed material examined - separation from parent 

plant tissue, and a gradual loss of water from the seeds.

It is not known whether water loss proceeded equally 

from testa, cotyledons and axis.

Nevertheless, the results of treatment on young 

seed tissue are of considerable interest:. Ultrastructural 

changes suggest a brief period of preparatory activity 

in the primary leaf tissue with an increase in rough over 

smooth E.R.units, followed by an apparent slowing of 

physiological activity very similar to that observed 

in natural maturation, the whole sequence occurring 

within the five days following detachment.
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Before treatment, the leaf cells were ultra- 

structurally similar to those described in the second 

age group of Section II. Within 24hrs of treatment starting, 

E.R.units were almost exclusively granular, although 

there was no evidence of a multiplication of E.R.units. 

Granular E.R.units have been associated with protein 

synthesis (Hr&el,1966). If these treated cells were 

actively synthesizing protein, perhaps for storage in 

the protein bodies which became apparent a little later 

in treatment, it is of interest to speculate on their 

source of reserves. These tissues have been separated 

from the parent plant and therefore no longer have an 

incoming supply of metabolites available to them. The 

starch deposits in many proplastids began degradation 

at this time but this could not account for the nitrogen 

requirement in protein synthesis. Nevertheless, protein 

body formation did take place as treatment continued. Their 

contents were not seen to be as dense as those during 

natural maturation but it is not known how much apparent 

density is a function of fixative buffer extraction. 

Phosphate buffer has been shown to affect protein body 

appearance in developing pea seeds by Mollenhauer and 

Totten (1971a) . With detachment from parent tissue, 

sources of reserves are limited in axes to the cotyledons 

and seed coat. Unfortunately, no observations were made 

of these tissues in this study and it is therefore not 

known whether reserves are translocated from them to the
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axes during treatment. It is doubtful whether ultra- 

structural observation could establish such translocation 

owing to the high proportion of cotyledon to axis tissue. 

Only small amounts would be required from each cotyledon 

cell to supply each axis cell with a relatively large 

quantity. It would be profitable however to investigate 

the course of events in the ultrastructure of cotyledon 

tissue during treatment to establish whether protein body 

formation takes place there also. It has been suggested 

that the presence of small vacuoles as opposed to one 

large vacuole is a physical advantage in water stressed 

tissues minimising cellular collapse as water is lost 

from the cell,and cytoplasmic tearing on rehydration 

(Iljin,1957), and a conversion of these vacuoles from 

fluid filled to solid filled bodies would enhance this 

effect. If protein body formation was found to occur 

in cotyledon tissue during artificial ripening when 

seeds achieved desiccation tolerance prematurely, it 

would support this argument to some extent.

As treatment progressed, there was a regression 

in organelle development with mitochondria and proplastids 

decreasing in size and internal structure, but the partial 

degradation of these organelles was insufficient to 

account for the protein deposition necessary in forming 

protein bodies. The question of protein source for 

protein body formation at present remains unanswered.
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Organelle regression during treatment is evidence 

that a cessation of physiological activity may accompany 

the acquisition of desiccation tolerance. Seeds which 

could survive subsequent desiccation exhibited none of 

the organelle plasticity characteristic of tissue early 

in treatment when tolerance had not been achieved. The 

shrinkage and rounding up of mitochondria, and the 

decreased frequency of their cristae are evidence for 

decreased activity. Rogerson and Matthews (1977) showed 

that similar humidity treatment of young pea seeds caused 

their respiration rate to fall. This is consistent with 

mitochondrial regression.

It is less clear why ripening should cause the 

disappearance of starch from many proplastids. Whether 

its presence would be detrimental to chloroplast 

formation during rehydration is not known. Bain and 

Mercer (1966a) suggested that two populations of plastid 

might exist in pea cotyledons - one group destined to 

become leucoplasts and the other to become chloroplasts. 

They based this hypothesis on the observation that some 

plastids accumulated starch during development and 

other did not. Most primary leaf proplastids however 

would develop into chloroplasts during germination and 

seedling growth and yet a high proportion were seen to 

accumulate starch and then disperse it during develop

ment. The function of proplastid starch is obscure.

A pool of carbohydrate reserve within leaf cells
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would seem useful during the initial stages of 

germination until a supply from the cotyledons 

became available, and its disappearance during 

maturation suggests that it has been used up in some 

form of biosynthesis inherent in ripening. The possibility 

that it might have been used as a respiratory substrate 

in treated tissue due to loss of supply from the parent 

plant is unlikely, since it is also a feature of 

naturally maturing seeds. However the supply of 

assimilates from the parent plant to the seed does 

cease before the end of maturation, indeed it has been 

suggested as a trigger mechanism for achieving desiccation 

tolerance in pea seeds (Rogerson and Matthews,1977).

The proliferation of lipid vesicles and their 

accumulation along the plasmalemma was another feature 

of artificial ripening consistent with observations 

during natural maturation. Mollenhauer (1967b) observed 

that lipid bodies in bean cotyledons were converted 

into a membranous system resembling smooth E.R, during 

germination and Yoo (1970) observed short E.R. segments 

attached to lipid bodies in dry pea radicles, which 

led him to suggest that lipid bodies were involved in 

E.R.formation during germination. If lipid bodies do 

perform this function, their own formation during 

maturation is of interest since it coincided with the 

disappearance of E.R.from the cells examined in the
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present work. There are grounds therefore, for 

supposing that lipid vesicle formation takes place as a 

result of degradation of E.R. membranes.

The migration of lipid vesicles to lie close to 

the plasmalemma occurred in artificially ripened tissue. 

This may be of considerable importance during rehydration 

of desiccated material. If Simon's hypothesis (1974;1978) 

is correct, then dry seed tissues have no integral tri- 

lamellar membranes to prevent rapid influx of water in 

the earliest stages of imbibition. The membranes are assumed 

to reform very quickly, but the presence of a hydrophobic 

lipid layer immediately beneath them might decrease the 

rate of water influx while this is happening. The lipid 

layer in mature seed cells is not continuous, rather it 

is a collection of vesicles. Hallam (1972) expressed 

doubt that they are membrane bound since Frey-Wyssling 

et al (1963) observed that an oil and protein interface 

can appear as an electron dense membrane in electron 

micrographs. Mollenhauer and Totten (1971b) however, 

considered a single bounding membrane to be present, 

citing as evidence the observation that a membrane, or 

dense residue was visible even after lipid extraction 

(Jacks jet al, 1967) , and that densely packed lipid droplets 

in high fat seeds and meristematic tissues (Mollenhauer, 

1967a) did not fuse together. The lipids which aligned
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themselves with the plasmalemma in P.vulgaris primary 

leaves did not show signs of fusion either by forming 

an unbroken lipid layer beneath the plasmalemma . They 

remained as small distinct vesicles with fine cytoplasmic 

strands between them. This does not necessarily prevent 

the lipid vesicles from slowing down water influx. The 

cytoplasmic pathways available for the passage of water 

would be much reduced by the presence of the lipid vesicles

The membrane bound units containing further 

membranous vesicles which appeared as treatment progressed» 

are reminiscent of the multivesicular bodies described by 

Yoo (1970) in germinating pea radicles, which he postulated 

to be part of an intracellular transport system. Robards 

(1970) suggested a dictyosomal origin for multivesicular 

bodies. The function of such bodies is far from clear but 

if they do arise from Golgi complexes it is possible that 

in maturing seed tissue, they are formed as a result of 

dictyosome degradation.

The loss of contrast in micrographs of naturally 

maturing tissue would appear to be caused in part by the 

dehydration of the material and possibly fixation problems, 

as primary leaf tissue at the end of treatment did not 

exhibit loss of contrast. This was particularly true of 

free cytoplasmic ribosomes which were clearly in evidence 

throughout treatment. In previous work on naturally 

maturing tissue they became difficult to resolve.
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Most major ultrastructural changes reported to 

be occurring during natural maturation were found to occur 

during artificially induced premature maturation.

One notable exception was the absence of crescents of 

E.R. around the protein bodies. It may be therefore 

that this is a function of rehydration of the tissues 

rather than of late maturation.

The study of ultrastructure during humidity 

treatments of seeds provides evidence that ultracellular 

preparation involving first an increase in activity, 

and then a pattern of organelle regression, is necessary 

in order for the cells to withstand desiccation. The 

nature of the signal which induces the fully developed 

seed to undergo these changes is as yet unestablished, 

but there is some evidence in the work with seeds treated 

in anaerobic conditions (Section 3.5) that this preparatory 

process is an active one in the seed tissues, and not 

passive.



G E N E R A L D I S C U S S I O N
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The use of premature ripening as an experimental 

tool in the present work has allowed studies of the 

ripening process itself to be carried out under controlled 

conditions, avoiding many of the associated, but not 

necessarily relevant, changes occurring during natural 

ripening. The removal of parent plant material renders 

the seed as an independent physiological system which may 

be examined as it undergoes ripening, and may also be 

manipulated in attempts to discover the nature of the 

ripening process. The evidence presented here suggests that 

the seed actively prepares itself for a period of dormancy. 

It was found to require a supply of oxygen, the maintenance 

of a high water content and a period of time which varied 

inversely with temperature in order to bring about changes 

which rendered it tolerant to loss of water and subsequent 

dormancy. Physiological activity did therefore not simply 

cease on separation from the parent plant, it changed in 

order to bring about tolerance of desiccation. The nature 

of the changes which were required, and the processes 

which bring them about, are still far from clear. The 

ultrastructural evidence of increased rough endoplasmic 

reticulum suggested an increase in protein production 

by the cells of the primary leaf at the beginning of 

ripening, but the nature of the proteins being produced, 

whether enzymatic, or structural, or for storage, is not
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known. It is unlikely that organelle - building was 

occurring since regression of the plastids and mitochondria 

was apparent within a short time. Of all the cell membrane 

systems, only those of the plasmalemma and nucleus appeared 

to escape regression as ripening proceeded since even the 

endoplasmic reticulum decreased in the latter stages of 

ripening, and previously frequent dictyosomes disappeared 

from micrographs. The most likely destination of any 

proteins synthesised early in ripening were the protein 

bodies which formed in spite of the removal of the parent 

plant as a source of assimilate. However, enzyme systems 

would also be required for the synthesis of the storage 

proteins and enzyme production by the rough endoplasmic 

reticulum as ripening began cannot be discounted. The 

possibility that special "ripening" proteins conferring 

stability to membranes at low water levels might be formed 

at this stage is another interesting speculation. Work 

with seeds treated under humilfied nitrogen indirectly 

implies that the changes outlined require a supply of 

respiratory ATP in order to proceed. A direct relation

ship cannot as yet be claimed since no electron micro

scopy was carried out on seeds exposed to such treatment.

It was only established that the membranes of these seeds 

remained "leaky" in terms of electrolytes released into 

steep water if subjected to desiccation, a condition
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associated with unripened and desiccation intolerant 

seeds. An ultrastructural examination of nitrogen treated 

seeds would be useful.

Comparisons of desiccation tolerant and intolerant 

seed cells have not been made previously except during the 

natural development sequence when many other factors such 

as age and water content were extremely variable. Studies 

have been carried out on tolerant and intolerant moss 

species (Bewley and Pacey,1978). The species selected 

were ultrastructurally similar in the hydrated condition. 

Attempts at studying dehydrated cells were unsuccessful 

due to problems with rehydration during fixation, but 

differences in ultrastructure were apparent during rehydration 

Swelling and disruption of cell organelles occurred in 

both species and the basis of tolerance in these bryo- 

phytes appeared to be associated with whether the cells 

could repair this rehydration damage. Even the intolerant 

species Cratoneuron filicinum showed evidence of repair, 

particularly if drying took place slowly when restructuring 

occurred in approximately 50% of observed cells. Once again 

the rate of drying has been shown to be of importance, 

in this case, in bryophytes; suggesting that physiological 

changes under water stress assist in the processes of 

resistance before the water content falls to a level 

where metabolic changes are impaired. However the response
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of mosses to drying differed from that in seeds in that 

respiration rate was found to increase (Bewley ^t 1978)

whereas the respiration rate of maturing pea seeds was found 

to fall naturally during development, and also decreased 

during premature ripening (Rogerson and Matthews,1977). 

Emphasis has been placed on the importance of repair 

mechanisms for the survival of desiccation in mosses 

(Bewley and Pacey,1978;Bewley,1979), and less so on 

endogenous preparations prior to desiccation, but the 

ultrastructural evidence presented here implies that 

in seeds, preparatory ultrastructural changes are a 

preprogrammed part of achieving tolerance since they 

occur at high water content in prematurely ripened 

embryo axes, and are presumably therefore of importance 

to the seed in its survival of drying. This in itself 

may be related to the ability to repair basic structure 

as it may be much easier to restructure cell components 

from a skeletal cell system than to repair desiccation 

damage in extremely complex cell systems which have not 

regressed.

The programmed degradation of cell membrane 

systems may be of assistance in surviving the increased 

concentration of inorganic ions which must take place 

as water is lost. If membrane systems are reduced and 

inactivated, they may become more stable and less readily 

disturbed by ionic influences. Reduced mobility of the 

ions themselves was suggested by the decreasing quantities
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of electrolyte leached into steep water as seeds matured 

during treatment. No evidence was found that proline was 

produced in seeds as a cytoplasmic osmoregulator, but 

many other substances might fulfil this role and it is 

not possible as yet to discount an intracellular 

osmoregulatory system as part of desiccation tolerance 

in seeds.

Rapid desiccation of intolerant seeds leads to 

"leakiness" of membranes. Artificial ripening produced seeds 

which were less leaky. This effect of desiccation on cell 

membrane permeability suggests possible disturbance of 

membrane structure, but no evidence for the alteration 

of the plasmalemma structure was found in the ultra- 

structural studies. A recent study of mature rice grains 

using non-aqueous fixatives also found retained plasmal

emma integrity (Opik,1980). Whether disturbance of the 

plasmalemma occurs at a molecular level beyond the 

resolution of the electron microscope is not known, 

as leakiness remains a feature of imbibing dry seeds, 

whether tolerant or not. The hypothesis of molecular 

reorganisation into a hexagonal phase (Simon,1974;1978) 

would help to explain the phenomenon, but recent 

biochemical analysis casts doubt on the hypothesis, 

since no evidence was found for a hexagonal phospholipid 

phase in Lotus corniculatus L. seeds (McKersie and Stinton, 

1980). Further investigation of membrane tolerance to 

desiccation is therefore required.
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The nature of the stimulus which induces seed 

ripening remains to be established. The evidence of the 

present work suggests that interruption of supply of 

some "ripening suppressor" from the parent plant may be 

involved, but the study does not support the hypotheses 

that a cessation of assimilate from the parent plant 

(Rogerson and Matthews,1977), or the loss of water from 

the seeds (Matthews,1973) are the caus&tive factors. 

Separation of the fruit from the parent plant did cause 

premature ripening, but some seeds which ripened 

prematurely also increased in dry weight as they ripened 

Water loss was in general terms detrimental to premature 

ripening, and sustained water content in seeds ripened 

at high humidity in pods did not prevent development 

of desiccation tolerance. A third possibility, as yet 

not investigated, is that the induction of desiccation 

tolerance may result from interruption of the supply 

of a hormonal factor to the developing seed.

In addition to the use of premature ripening 

as a tool for investigation of the ripening process, 

the technique could have practical possibilities. The 

practical implication of ripening young seeds in this 

country where the growing season for P .vulgaris is short 

is that they could be harvested at an early age, ripened 

artificially and subsequently dried, without harmful 

effects on germination. This technique has already
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been put forward for consideration in peas by Matthews 

and Rogerson (1978) . The method might provide a source 

of viable seed for the home market for growers of 

dwarf French beans. At present almost all seed stock 

is imported from the U.S.A., the cost of which is 

constantly increasing. One of the reasons for importing 

stock is the damaging effect of the pathogen Pseudomonas 

phaseolicola which causes "halo blight" and is particularly 

contageous in wet weather. It is seed-borne, and seed 

production in the temperate climate of Britain is 

hazardous, particularly when seed maturation is extended 

by poor conditions late in the season. The U.S.A. crop 

is produced in semi-arid areas with furrow irrigation 

which reduces both developmental time and the likelihood 

of P.phaseolicola outbreak. The problem of producing 

fully developed Phaseolus vulgaris seeds are highlighted 

by the difficulties encountered in growing the "navy 

bean" in this country which is used, not as seed stock, 

but nevertheless is fully matured to ensure high yield 

before processing into the familiar "baked bean". These 

problems are presented in several accounts of the 

attempts to introduce the crop to the British Isles 

(Innes and Hardwick,1974;Tuckwell,1974;Scarisbrick and 

Wilkes,1975;Hole and Hardwick,1978). The possibility 

of producing stock seed by early maturation methods
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might lessen the effects of the British climate by 

shortening the growing season required, and at the 

same time reduce the time during which Pseudomonas 

phaseolicola could infect the crop. This suggestion 

is made however with considerable reservation. Firstly 

the economics and practicability of early harvest and 

treatment of seeds might render the method impossible 

for large quantities of seed, although the remarkable 

success rate of artificially matured seeds in their 

pods, even when exposing them to dry atmospheric 

conditions, tends to infer that highly controlled 

humidity equipment would be unnecessary; the economic 

burden would be in subsequent separation of seeds from 

pods and the drying of seeds. Secondly, high humidity 

treatment of any kind would almost certainly enhance 

pathogenic spread should infection occur. The third 

disadvantage of the premature ripening method is 

illustrated by the seedling performance of seeds 

harvested young and planted after treatment. There was 

a strong positive correlation between increasing seed 

size and increasing seedling dry weight over the 14 day 

period examined. Seedlings produced by very small seeds 

were so small that it was difficult to imagine that 

they could make up the deficit in later growth. However, 

since the study was not extended beyond 14 days, it is 

not known whether seedlings could go on to flower and
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produce seed themselves, and presumable if an entire 

seed crop were of small seed size, competitive forces 

would be reduced during growth of the resultant plants.

Black (1959) claimed that in herbage legumes "early 

growth and development were related to seed size, while 

final yield occasionally was, but in the majority of 

instances, was not related to seed size". His review however, 

did not include studies of artificially ripened seeds 

and no known study of the yield of such seeds has been 

found.

The development of the premature ripening 

technique provides interesting possibilities for studying 

the effects of seed size on seedling ^>erformance. At present 

investigations tend to rely on interspecific or inter

varietal comparisons, or comparisons between seed size 

fractions sieved from seed populations. By these methods 

it is difficult to get wide differences in seed size 

within one genotype. The method of premature ripening 

allows a five to six fold range of seed sizes to be used 

in comparisons.
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